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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1
1.1.1

Overview of the proposed development
National Grid has submitted an application for development consent to the Secretary
of State (delegated to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS)) to build a new high voltage
400kV overhead line connection between Richborough 400kV Substation and
Canterbury North 400kV Substation in Kent (the Richborough Connection project).
The proposed development, falls within the administrative boundaries of Kent
County, Canterbury City, Thanet District and Dover District Councils in the south east
of England.

1.1.2

The proposed development consists of the following principal components and
activities:


A new 400kV overhead line between Richborough and Canterbury North 1
Substations (to be known as the PC route). This would be approximately 20km
long and would be built using 45 standard lattice pylons and 15 low height lattice
pylons (60 pylons in total).



A permanent diversion of an existing lower voltage 132kV overhead line (known
as the PY route) to enable the new 400kV overhead line to be constructed above
the existing lower voltage overhead line. This would be done by building 6 new
pylons, 4 of which are of a different height so the new 400kV overhead line can
then be built. The removal of 2 pylons of existing lower voltage 132kV overhead
line on the PY route due to the permanent diversion.



Three temporary diversions of another existing lower voltage 132kV overhead
line (known as the PX route). The PX route has to remain in operation (energised)
whilst the new 400kV overhead line is being built, so in order to maintain local
electricity supplies, three temporary diversions of the existing PX route would be
needed where the new 400kV overhead line crosses over it. This would be done
by transferring the PX route onto wooden poles so that the new 400kV overhead
line can be built.



The removal of 20.6km (79 pylons) of existing lower voltage 132kV overhead line,
the PX route (and its temporary diversions) which runs between Richborough
132kV Substation and Canterbury South 132kV Substation.



Other works, for example, temporary access roads to reach pylon construction
and demolition areas, bridge structures, highway works, construction
compounds, protective scaffold structures, pylon work sites and ancillary works.

1

There are three substations in Canterbury. Canterbury North which comprises two substations: a 400kV substation operated
by National Grid and a 132kV substation operated by UK Power Networks; and Canterbury South a 132kV substation operated
by UK Power Networks.
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1.2
1.2.1

Background
This Landscape and Habitat Enhancement Scheme (LHES) has been prepared to
accompany the application for development consent for the Richborough Connection
(the DCO application). The purpose of the measures outlined in this document is to
further reduce the effects of the new 400kV overhead line in accordance with
National Policy Statements (NPS) EN-12 and EN-53. It is proposed that this is
principally done through off-site tree/ hedgerow planting and thickening.

1.2.2

Specifically the aim of the LHES is to reduce the adverse residual effects on
landscape character and views of the proposed development as identified and
discussed in Chapters 6 and Chapter 7 of the Environmental Statement (ES)
(Volume 5, Document 5.2). Particular attention has been paid to strengthening
landscape character and further reducing visual effects where this is likely to be most
beneficial.

1.2.3

The LHES plans, Figures 5.8.1 – 5.8.7 within this document identify the proposed
enhancement works and the associated Schedule of Enhancements at Appendix A
within this document provides further detail of the proposed planting including
areas and descriptions of the work to be implemented. Planting palettes (species)
are provided at Appendix B within this document. The Landscape Specification
produced using National Building Specification Landscape (NBS Landscape) at
Appendix C within this document details the materials, standards and
workmanship expected during implementation and management of the works.

1.3
1.3.1

Delivery
National Grid is committed to funding and implementing the LHES. National Grid will
employ reasonable endeavours to deliver the scheme as set out in this document.
However, as acknowledged in EN-5 (see paragraph 1.4.3 below), these measures
can only be implemented via voluntary agreements with landowners. In the absence
of agreement, an equivalent scheme that largely accords with the principles and
scope of the LHES (albeit within different landowner boundaries) will be delivered.

1.4
1.4.1

Embedded Environmental Measures
The measures outlined in this document are in addition to the embedded
environmental measures (mitigation) that have been proposed in order to minimise
significant environmental effects identified as a result of the Environmental Impact
Assessment. These are reported in the ES (Volume 5, Document 5.2 and
Document 5.4.2B), and secured through various DCO Requirements (Schedule 3,
Volume 2, Document 2.1).

2

Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1). Department of Energy and Climate
Change, July 2011.

3

National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks Infrastructure (EN-5). Department of Energy and
Climate Change, July 2011
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1.4.2

As such, the proposals outlined in this document are not considered fundamental to
the project design and are not taken in to account in the impact assessments
contained within the ES.

1.4.3

If National Grid is granted consent for the proposed development, its powers under
the Development Consent Order (DCO) would apply to specified land within the
Order limits as shown on the plans submitted with the application. The proposed
development would include embedded environmental measures that National Grid
can guarantee and would carry out in accordance with the DCO and within the Order
limits. These guaranteed embedded environmental measures are separate to this
LHES and include:



1.4.4

planting replacement trees, tree groups and hedges ‘in-situ’ (following
construction); and
planting replacement trees, tree groups and hedges in new locations as part of
reinstatement of land and in specific areas, reinstatement of areas of affected
grassland (following construction).

This document should be read with reference to the ES Chapters listed below, within
Volume 5, Document 5.2 as they assist with understanding the descriptions and
assessments summarised:


Chapter 3 Project Description;



Chapter 6 Landscape;



Chapter 7 Visual Effects;



Chapter 8 Historic Environment; and



Chapter 9 Biodiversity

1.4.5

Further relevant information is also provided in the Arboricultural Impact Assessment,
Appendix 3I within Volume 5, Document 5.4.3I.

1.5
1.5.1

Compliance with National Policy Statements
National policy for energy infrastructure is set out in NPSs and provides the basis for
decision-making on Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIPs).
Overarching NPS EN-12 is the overarching NPS for energy projects, while NPS EN53 relates specifically to electricity networks infrastructure. Together EN-1 and EN-5
provide the basis for decisions to be taken by the Secretary of State on applications
made for electricity networks infrastructure under the Planning Act 2008.

1.5.2

National Policy Statement EN-1 requires assessments to include effects during
construction of the project and the effects of the completed development and its
operation on landscape and visual amenity. EN-1 also requires assessments to:


Final

“determine if it may be appropriate to undertake landscaping off-site depending
on the topography of the surrounding terrain and areas of population. For
example, filling in gaps in existing tree and hedge lines would mitigate the impact
(effect) when viewed from a more distant vista” (5.9.23);
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1.5.3

1.5.4
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“The applicant should show how the project has taken advantage of opportunities
to conserve and enhance biodiversity […] interests” (5.3.4); and



“Development proposals provide many opportunities for building-in beneficial
biodiversity or geological features as part of good design. When considering
proposals, the IPC should maximise such opportunities in and around
developments, using requirements or planning obligations where appropriate”
(5.3.15).

National Policy Statement EN-5 states that effects on landscape and visual amenity
can be reduced through:


“landscape schemes comprising off-site tree and hedgerow planting, sometimes
used for larger new overhead line projects to mitigate potential landscape and
visual effects, softening the effect of a new above ground line whilst providing
some screening from important visual receptors.
These can only be
implemented with the agreement of the relevant landowner(s) and advice from
the relevant statutory advisor may also be needed” (2.8.11); and



“screening, implementing localised planting in the immediate vicinity of
residential properties and principal viewpoints can also help to screen or soften
the effect of the line, reducing the visual effect from a particular receptor.”
(2.8.11).

The enhancement measures proposed in this document seek to further reduce the
adverse residual effects on landscape character and views of the proposed
development and have been developed in compliance with the requirements and
measures identified in EN-1 and EN-5. The enhancement measures seek to:


soften the effects of the new overhead line and provide screening through offsite planting of trees, hedgerows and gapping up hedgerows with hedgerow
trees, to strengthen landscape character and further reduce visual effects;



screen views from some residential properties and important viewpoints through
localised tree and hedgerow planting in the vicinity of receptors; and



enhance biodiversity through new planting to increase connectivity and
supplement existing habitat.
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2

BASELINE CONTEXT

2.1
2.1.1

Landscape Character
The existing landscape character of the linear proposed development broadly
comprises the eastern urban edge of Canterbury, the semi-enclosed Stour and Broad
Oak valleys (Section A – Stour Valley), the broader farmland of the Sarre Penn valley
(Section B – Sarre Penn Valley), the low lying grazing marshes at Chislet (Section C
– Chislet Marshes) and the Monkton and Minster Marshes and Ash Level (Section D
– Ash Level) terminating at the industrial and commercial areas near the coast at
Richborough.

2.1.2

Local Landscape Character Areas (LLCAs) are described and appraised in Chapter
6 of the ES. The LLCAs are illustrated on Figure 6.3a and Figure 6.3b within
Volume 5, Document 5.3.6 and a full description of the published character
assessments are provided in Appendix 6B within Volume 5, Document 5.4.6B.

2.1.3

Table 1 provides a summary of the LLCAs which fall within each section of the route
corridor and their defining characteristics.
Table 1 Summary LLCAs

Section A Stour
Valley

Section B Sarre
Penn Valley

Section C Chislet
Marshes

Section D Ash
Level

Stour Valley Slopes
(LCA 28)

Hoath Farmlands
(LCA 38);

Former Wantsum
Channel

Former Wantsum
Channel,

Stour Valley (Sturry
and Fordwich) (LCA
33)

Nethergong Sarre
Penn Inlet (LCA 4);
and

Former Wantsum
North Shore

Former Wantsum
North Shore

Stour Valley Slopes:
Westbere (LCA 29)

Chislet Arable Belt
(LCA 3)

Ash Level

Broad Oak Valley
(LCA 25)

Stour Valley Slopes:
Westbere (LCA 29)

Hoath Farmlands
(LCA 38)

Final

Varied landscape
with a transition from
urban to urban
fringe; rural
settlements of
Sturry, Fordwich and
Broad Oak; through
to urban fringe and
woodland.

Landscape open
and undulating.

The urban fringe is
characterised by out
of town retail units,
car dealerships and
petrol stations, the

Original hedgerow
belts have been lost
due to recent

Fields typically large
and medium scale
fragmented
hedgerow and
intermittent mature
trees.

5

Primarily flat,
intensive arable
farmland, which
slopes gently down
to the adjacent
marshland and river
valley of the River
Stour.
Section C includes
the point at which
the 132kV overhead
line serving Thanet
(PY route) diverges
northwards, just to

The landscape of
Section D is
characterised by a
mix of arable and
grazing farmland
and a large expanse
of grazing marsh
(botanically-rich
ditches, mature
hedgerows and
unimproved
grassland.
Old drove roads are
a feature of the
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Section A Stour
Valley

Section B Sarre
Penn Valley

Section C Chislet
Marshes

Section D Ash
Level

Sturry Park and
Ride and recent
housing

agricultural
intensification.

the east of Gore
Street.

Small isolated
woodlands Clangate
and Buckwell
Woods ancient
woodlands close to
Tile Lodge Farm and
Hersden.

The openness of
this landscape
provides wide and
long views of the
former Wantsum
Channel area

marshland
landscape, and
support typical
grazing marsh
vegetation.

Nethergong Sarre
Penn Inlet intensive
agricultural land with
drainage channels,
rush pasture, drove
roads, hedgerows
and arable margins.

2.1.4

There is little built
development,
creating a
predominantly
horizontal landscape
with little to interrupt
the view.

Within the landscape assessment (Chapter 6 of the ES, Document 5.2) each LLCA
has been assessed in terms of its sensitivity, visibility, condition and overall
landscape capacity. Landscape guidelines have been taken from the published
Landscape Character Assessments (where available*). Table 2 provides the
assessment judgement and overarching guidelines for each of the LLCAs.

Table 2 LLCA Assessment and Guidelines

LLCA

Sensitivity

Visibility

Condition

Landscape
Capacity

Landscape
Guidelines

Stour Valley
Slopes (LCA
28)

Moderate

High

Poor

Medium

Creation of new
woodland and
resisting the
introduction of
dominant features
on the visually
sensitive ridgeline

Stour Valley
(Sturry and
Fordwich) (LCA
33)

High

High

Moderate

Low

Encourage the
conservation and
restoration of the
open valley
landscape

SECTION A

Final
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LLCA

Sensitivity

Visibility

Condition

Landscape
Capacity

Landscape
Guidelines

Broad Oak
Moderate
Valley (LCA 25)

Moderate

Good

Low

Avoiding visually
dominant elements
in the open
landscape and
conserve the
historic small scale
irregular field
pattern

Hoath
Farmlands
(LCA 38)

Moderate

Moderate

Poor

Medium

Avoiding visually
dominant elements
in the open
landscape and
conserving and
restoring woodland
planting, seeking
opportunities to link
existing blocks and
hedgerows

Hoath
Farmlands
(LCA 38)

Moderate

Moderate

Poor

Medium

Avoiding visually
dominant elements
in the open
landscape and
conserving and
restoring woodland
planting, seeking
opportunities to link
existing blocks and
hedgerows

Nethergong
Sarre Penn
Inlet (LCA 4)

High

Moderate

Good

Low

To conserve, and
include the
conservation of the
undeveloped
character of the
landscape and the
avoidance of
introducing large
scale or
incongruous
elements in the
open landscape

Stour Valley
Slopes:

Low

Moderate

Poor

Medium

Improving the
landscape structure

SECTION B

Final
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LLCA

Sensitivity

Visibility

Condition

Landscape
Capacity

Westbere (LCA
29)

Landscape
Guidelines
through repairing
the damaged
landscape.
Extensive or
obtrusive elements
on the visually
sensitive valley
sides and ridgeline
should be resisted

SECTION C
Chislet Arable
Belt (LCA 3)

High

Very High

Moderate

Low

To conserve the
open character of
the marshland
landscape and long
distance views and
resist new
development on the
open low lying
areas and slopes of
the channel

Nethergong
Sarre Penn
Inlet (LCA 4)

High

Moderate

Good

Low

To conserve, and
include the
conservation of the
undeveloped
character of the
landscape and the
avoidance of
introducing large
scale or
incongruous
elements in the
open landscape

Former
Wantsum North
Shore *

Moderate

High

Moderate

Medium

-

Former
Wantsum
Channel *

Moderate

High

Moderate

Medium

-

SECTION D

Final
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LLCA

Sensitivity

Visibility

Condition

Landscape
Capacity

Landscape
Guidelines

Former
Wantsum
Channel *

Moderate

High

Moderate

Medium

-

Former
Wantsum North
Shore *

Moderate

High

Moderate

Medium

-

Ash Level *

Moderate

High

ModerateHigh

Medium

-

* These Landscape Character Areas do not have a specific assessment or defined judgement on
landscape sensitivity and condition, and no description for future management or landscape guidelines
are published. For the purposes of making an assessment on landscape capacity, a judgement has been
made on the sensitivity and condition by a chartered landscape architect based on site observations and
published character descriptions.

2.2

Views

2.2.1

Across Sections A-D there are a range of views of the proposed development
experienced by public and private receptors.

2.2.2

Views within Section A are strongly influenced by the landform of the Stour and Broad
Oak Valleys. The main public views are from public rights of way (PRoW) and the
local road network. Short distance views are available from local PRoW on the north
eastern edge of Canterbury and in Broad Oak with middle distance views from PRoW
on the western edge of Sturry and to the west and north of Broad Oak. Distant views
are available from a short section of the Stour Valley Walk near Fordwich and from
PRoW on the edge of the Blean Woods. Very distant views towards Canterbury and
the high ground around Broad Oak are available from the North Kent Downs Way
and PRoW and rural roads in the Kent Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB).

2.2.3

Private views are available from residential properties in Hales Place and in Broad
Oak and from individual properties on Mayton Lane, Barnet’s Lane and Herne Bay
Road. Middle and distant views are available from residential properties on the
western edge of Sturry and at Calcott.

2.2.4

Views within Section B are heavily influenced by landform and vegetation. Where
the route of the proposed 400kV overhead line follows the Nethergong and Sarre
Penn (watercourses) north of Hersden, valley sides rise to either side both shortening
and enclosing views. Woodland blocks and hedgerows along lanes and arable field
boundaries filter, and in some cases screen views. Near distance public views are
from PRoW and local roads which cross the Sarre Penn Valley with woodland blocks
and landform providing the backdrop.

2.2.5

The main private views are middle distance views from residential properties on the
northern edges of Hersden and Upstreet, and from properties within hamlets on the
northern valley slopes at Hoath, Chislet and Hollow Street. Properties on Hoath

Final
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Road, in the vicinity of Tile Lodge Farm, have near views of the proposed
development, and similarly Chislet Park Farm cottages.
2.2.6

In Section C there are elevated areas from where there are long and wide ranging
views across the Chislet Marshes and the Sarre Marshes and to the south, the North
Kent Downs form the distant horizon line. The main public views in this section are
from long distance walks (the Wantsum Walk and the Saxon Shore Way), from the
A28 and the A253, and from PRoW around St Nicholas at Wade and Stourmouth.
Views are generally middle and long distance.

2.2.7

There are relatively few residential receptors in Section C as compared to Sections
A and B. Near and middle distance private views are limited to those from residential
properties at Wall End, on the southern edge of Sarre and at Gore Street.

2.2.8

In Section D there are wide and open views across the Ash Level with some filtering
of views by vegetation associated with ditches and watercourses and vegetation
lining the embankments of the railway infrastructure. The main public views are from
PRoWs and the national cycle route (Sustrans Route 1). Public views from the A299,
north of the proposed development, are distant and elevated, affording wide views
down and across the Ash Level. Views from Richborough Castle (Roman Fort) are
long distance and the existing overhead line infrastructure is partially backgrounded
by the ridge of high ground at Thanet.

2.2.9

Private views in Section D comprise one residential property, at Marsh Farm water
treatment works, with near views of the proposed development, and middle distance,
filtered views from residential properties on Sherrifs Court Lane, near Monkton. Long
distance private views are available from a limited number of residential properties
in Monkton and Richborough with a degree of filtering and backgrounding in all views.

2.2.10

Chapter 7 of the ES, within Volume 5, Document 5.2, describes the assessment
of the likely significant effects on views and visual amenity as a result of the proposed
development. The assessment takes into account embedded environmental
measures that National Grid will implement in accordance with the Requirements in
Schedule 3 of the DCO. The assessment identifies those visual receptors which
would experience moderate or major visual effects, which are considered to be
significant. Those receptors are listed in Table 7.8 of Chapter 7 within Volume 5,
Document 5.2, and relate to both public and private views, with the majority of
receptors being within Sections A and B.

Final
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3

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

3.1.1

The aim of the enhancement measures in this LHES is to further reduce the longterm adverse visual effects of the proposed development and enhance landscape
character, as identified and discussed in ES Chapters 6 and 7 within Volume 5,
Document 5.2, and in compliance with requirements identified in EN-1 and EN-5.
This would be achieved through the following objectives:

Final



Seek to soften residual visual effects of the new overhead line and provide
screening through off-site planting to strengthen landscape character;



soften views from some residential properties and important viewpoints;



soften effects on recreational routes close to the proposed development;



introduce new and improved areas of habitat to enhance biodiversity;



manage and maintain planting to ensure successful plant establishment;



protect landscape character including existing traditional or distinctive elements
and patterns of the local area; and



engage with landowners to develop and implement suitable schemes and
management plants to soften the effects of the proposed development.
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4

ENHANCEMENT MEASURES

4.1.1

This section sets out how the enhancement measures would achieve its aims and
objectives.

4.1.2

These have been informed by local landscape character assessments and
management plans as previously identified in this document. The over-arching
enhancement measures are:

Final



where appropriate, soften undesirable views towards the proposed development
and existing developments with native tree belt structure planting that would lead
to improved landscape character;



plant trees to strengthen landscape character and filter views towards the
proposed development;



plant new hedgerows and hedgerow trees to strengthen and define field patterns
and filter views towards the proposed development;



strengthen and define existing hedgerows through hedgerow gap planting and
new hedgerow tree planting;



manage and maintain planting to ensure successful plant establishment; and



develop detailed planting schemes and management plans where suitable, with
stakeholders and landowners to ensure the proposals are practical, deliverable
and sustainable.
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5

PRINCIPLES AND GUIDANCE

5.1.1

The enhancement measures identified in Section 4 would be guided by the following
principles:

5.1.2

Final



complement existing tree, hedgerow and woodland patterns where appropriate
and ensure all proposals have regard to existing views;



ensure successful plant establishment by carrying out planting works in
accordance with the Landscape Specification and the 5-year management
operations (Appendix B, within this document).



ensure the enhancement proposals have regard to the embedded environmental
measures of the proposed development at Appendix 3B, within Volume 5,
Document 5.4.3B;



ensure that the enhancement proposals would protect and enhance biodiversity
and nature conservation identified in the ES Chapter 9 Biodiversity, within
Volume 5, Document 5.2;



ensure that enhancement proposals would not have an adverse effect on buried
archaeology identified in the ES Chapter 8 Historic Environment, within Volume
5, Document 5.2; and



where possible support local biodiversity and business by promoting the use of
native plants and materials of local provenance.

Enhancement measures do not include new areas of planting close to the proposed
development. This is because, if planted close to pylons, trees:


could prevent maintenance and infringe safety clearances once mature;



would take many years to approach the heights of pylons;



would interfere with farming and other land uses; and



would look out of character when seen as ‘clumps’ of trees or copses at intervals
coinciding with pylon positions.
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6

IMPLEMENTATION

6.1
6.1.1

General
As outlined in this document National Gird is committed to delivering the LHES or an
equivalent scheme that largely accords with the principles and scope contained
within this document given that all measures are subject to voluntary landowner
agreement.

6.1.2

National Grid will deliver the measures outlined in this document where voluntary
agreement can be secured. Where landowners do not agree to the specific
measures identified in the LHES, equivalent measures will be undertaken where
voluntary agreement can be secured as near to the original proposed site as
possible, in the following order of preference:


landowners within 1km of the proposed development in that Section (A to D) who
are willing to accept measures within their land;



landowners between 1 and 3km of the proposed development in that Section (A
to D) who are willing to accept measures within their land;



within the relevant planning authority boundary; or



as part of a Community Forest, Woodland Trust or Wildlife Trust scheme in the
locality.

6.1.3

The process for agreeing measures with voluntary landowner agreement will ensure
it does not interfere with the current use of land and does not interfere with the
operation of the proposed development.

6.1.4

The landowner may agree to the LHES planting in principle but request for it to be
implemented in a different location where it is more compatible with the use of the
land. If this change achieves the LHES objectives identified and does not interfere
with operation of the proposed development National Grid will agree to the
landowner’s request.

6.1.5

Alternatively if the landowner does not wish to accept measures on their land,
equivalent planting would be undertaken on nearby land where landowner consent
can be secured in line with the LHES objectives.

6.1.6

National Grid will develop the final scheme through consultation with landowners. All
measures will be carried out in a manner that:

Final



is consistent with the aims and objectives of the LHES outlined above;



contributes to local biodiversity;



is consistent with local landscape character;



does not conflict with or cause potential damage to known or potential
archaeology or the settings of heritage assets; and



does not conflict with measures secured by other extant planning consents.
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6.2
6.2.1

Planting
The LHES comprises various measures appropriate to the intended form and
function of the planting:


additional tree planting within existing hedgerows (gap up tree planting);



additional planting to infill gaps in hedgerows (gap up hedgerow planting);



new native hedgerows, with hedgerow trees where appropriate;



individual native tree planting;



native woodland planting; and



woodland planting, species mix specific for dormouse habitat.

6.2.2

The Phase 1 Habitat Survey reported in the ES (see Chapter 9 within Volume 5,
Document 5.2 and Appendix 9E within Volume 5, Document 5.4.9E) identifies a
range of hedgerow types and conditions. The published landscape assessments
(see section 2.1 of this document) recognise the need to enhance the hedgerow
network through planting and maintenance. ‘Gapping up’ existing hedgerows using
whips and feathered trees comprises an important part of the proposed planting
works that would improve habitat qualities and reinforce landscape character.
Larger, extra heavy standard trees will be planted as part of new hedgerows or to
complement existing hedgerows where appropriate to the surrounding landscape
character (gap up tree planting). Alternatively, if existing hedgerow trees are
suitable, new planting will be combined or replaced with tagging of existing hedgerow
tree species to be managed and established into mature hedgerow trees.

6.2.3

Planting will consist of native species of local provenance where available with all
trees and hedge plants, seed sources and nursery root management specified in
accordance with UK Forestry Standard Guidelines: Forests and Climate Change4.
New or infill planting will aim to support or improve species diversity (where
appropriate) of existing vegetation patterns and gap up existing vegetation patterns
such as hedgerows or shelterbelts that have not been recently maintained.

6.2.4

The proposed planting measures for each Section of the route are set out in Table
3.

4

Forests and climate change; UK Forestry Standard (UKFS) Guidelines. Forestry Commission 2011
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Table 3 Proposed planting measures for each Section of the route

Proposed
Enhancement
Measure

Section A
Stour
Valley

Section B
Sarre Penn
Valley

Section C
Chislet
Marshes

Section D
Ash Level

Totals

Tree planting
within existing
hedgerows (gap
up tree planting,
No.)

7,254

387

1,206

567

9,414

Planting to infill
gaps in
hedgerows (gap
up hedgerow
planting, lin m)

0

2,545

0

0

2,545

New native
hedgerows with
hedgerow trees
(lin m)

4,220

13,945

0

0

18,165

Length of new
native hedgerow
planting (lin m)

1,676

0

0

0

1,676

Individual native
tree planting (No.)

223

14

0

0

237

Area of woodland
planting; native
and dormouse
mix (m2)

1,376

881

0

0

2,257

6.2.5

Planting Palettes which provide a selection of prominent local species for use in the
LHES are presented in Appendix B within this document.

6.2.6

The specific planting will be targeted and focused to achieve specific outcomes
based on the intention of the planting, local landscape character and each
landowner’s aspirations.

6.3
6.3.1

Biodiversity
The LHES proposals aim to support existing ecological features, minimise any
detrimental effect on biodiversity arising from its implementation and ensure all work
is carried out in a sensitive manner so that local habitat variations are maintained.

6.3.2

In the development of the LHES, reference has been made to the Phase 1 Habitat
Survey (shown at ES Chapter 9 within Volume 5, Document 5.2 and Appendix
9E within Volume 5, Document 5.4.9E) to verify that proposed planting is consistent
with existing habitats, whilst also considering all dependant species.
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6.3.3

Reference has also been made to the Biodiversity Opportunity Areas (BOAs),
identified by Kent Wildlife Trust, which represent a spatial reflection of the Kent
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP). These enhancement measures seek to secure the
potential biodiversity benefits through habitat enhancement and restoration guided
by conservation priorities identified in the BOAs.

6.3.4

Landscape proposals would inherently enhance biodiversity by increasing habitat
and improving connectivity. The LHES identifies hedgerows with open sections for
additional planting of hedge and tree species. This would strengthen existing local
wildlife corridors and provide increased commuting, foraging and sheltering habitat
for a range of faunal species. Planting of new hedges and trees would be
implemented and would connect to existing hedge networks. In more open
landscapes where hedges are less frequent and where ditch networks with
occasional scrub and trees are present, additional planting would be kept consistent
in order to tie in with the existing landscape whilst still providing additional habitat.

6.3.5

New planting generally would avoid areas where ground nesting birds of
conservation concern have been recorded as these species will only nest in open
arable or pastoral fields away from potential perching habitat that can be utilised by
predatory birds (some gap planting would be implemented in these areas, where
appropriate).

6.3.6

A selection of possible measures are also proposed within new Natural England
Countryside Stewardship Scheme target options within the Ash Level. These options
could include provision of wader scrapes, management of pastures for wintering
waders, revised cropping regimes including overwinter stubbles, planting of
"Bumblebird" mixes, field margin and ditch management for biodiversity increase for
an initial 5 year period. The exact details would be discussed and agreed with
Natural England and the respective landowners.

6.4
6.4.1

Historic Environment
The LHES takes account of the findings in the ES Chapter 8 Historic Environment
within Volume 5, Document 5.2, and aims to ensure that:


the proposals are broadly consistent with the underlying historic landscape
character;



the planting would not obscure views to or from known heritage assets;



the planting will not have an adverse effect on buried archaeology; and



where possible, off-site planting could further reduce predicted effects on
heritage receptors from the proposed development.

6.4.2

To ensure that the planting is consistent with the historic landscape character the
planting proposals have been cross-referenced against the historic landscape
characterisation projects that have been undertaken by the various planning
authorities within 1km of the proposed development. First edition historic mapping
was also checked. This identified whether the indicative planting proposals are in
areas that were historically wooded or along boundaries that formerly included trees.

6.4.3

Broadly, the proposed planting is consistent with the underlying historic landscape
character. To ensure that the planting will not cause harm to the significance of any
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buried archaeology, the Schedule of Enhancements at Appendix A within this
document has been checked against the known heritage assets and additional
project research results (field reconnaissance and desk-based research). This
determined that in the majority of cases the proposed planting follows existing hedge
lines and is therefore unlikely to impact known archaeology, as the areas proposed
to be planted will already have been disturbed during the laying and re-laying of the
hedgerow.
6.4.4

The scale of the planting in relation to strengthening of hedgerows in particular, is
such that the impact on buried archaeology would be negligible. Larger areas of
proposed planting have a greater potential to affect buried archaeology. Where a
known heritage asset may be adversely affected it is recommended that if the
planting is implemented, the likely effects are discussed with the relevant Local
Planning Authority’s archaeological advisor and a suitable consideration of effects
on archaeological remains included in the scope of work.

6.4.5

Where new planting is proposed within a conservation area as part of the LHES, the
proposed planting will be agreed with the relevant Local Authority Conservation
Officer and where appropriate, a section 211 notice issued.

6.4.6

Some moderate and above adverse effects from the proposed development are
predicted for the setting of some designated heritage assets (ES Chapter 8, Section
8.12, Table 8.9, within Volume 5, Document 5.2). In these cases the effects
primarily relate to the introduction of modern infrastructure in the setting of heritage
assets, where the setting currently makes a positive contribution to the significance
of the asset.

6.4.7

Where an adverse effect has been predicted as a result of visible change in the
setting of a heritage asset, proposals within the LHES could further reduce the
adverse effects on the historic environment e.g. filtering views of the new
infrastructure where the planting is consistent with historic landscape character.

6.5
6.5.1

Management and Maintenance
The LHES allows five years maintenance of the planting works proposed. National
Grid considers five years is a sufficient period for plant maintenance to ensure the
successful establishment of new planting in order to achieve the growth rates
predicted and secure long-term viability in each of the locales. The first five years is
the most important for the establishment of newly planted trees.

6.5.2

Maintenance undertaken in the first five years would include replacing removed,
dead, damaged, diseased planting; maintaining a weed free environment around
plants; re-mulching as appropriate; watering as appropriate; replacing stakes and
ties as appropriate; and removing any protective guards and fencing for planting at
the end of the establishment period.

6.5.3

Before the end of the five year maintenance period, National Grid will provide the
landowner with guidance and suggestions for ongoing management of established
trees and hedgerows.

6.5.4

The Schedule of Enhancements at Appendix A describe the works to be undertaken
and the Landscape Specification at Appendix C, produced using NBS Landscape,
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details the materials, standards and workmanship expected during construction,
implementation and establishment of the works.
6.5.5

Final

The specific activities can be targeted and focused to achieve specific outcomes
based on the intention of the planting, local landscape character and each
landowner’s aspirations. Management of the proposed works will improve landscape
character and ensure the successful establishment of plants to further reduce
adverse visual effects of the proposed development. The use of locally sourced
materials and contractors will be promoted for each aspect of the LHES works.
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APPENDIX A
SCHEDULE OF ENHANCEMENT MEASURES
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Landscape &
Visual

Basketball Court at
end of Vauxhall
Avenue, receptor
A1.S2.

MA 1.1

A

Native
Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected from
the High Impact Mix (planting mix F) to include White
poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder, Small leaved
lime, Holly. In agreement with PIL.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Recycling Centre &
Sea Cadets
Headquarters
Building, receptor
A1.C1

MA 1.2

A

Native
Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the High Impact Mix (planting mix F) to include
White poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder, Small
leaved lime, Holly. In agreement with PIL,
arboriculturalist and ecology mitigation proposals.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Green Bridge
Caravan Park North of
Vauxhall Industrial
Park, receptor A1.C1

MA 1.3

A

Gapping
up Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree, Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple, Elder,
Rowan, Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.

LHES
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Landscape &
Visual

Business along Broad
Oak Road, receptor
A1.B9 and A1.R4.

MA 1.4

A

Gapping
up Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree, Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple, Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

1 No. Semi-detached
property next to Broad
Oak level crossing,
receptor A1.H14

MA 1.5

A

Native
Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the High Impact Mix (planting mix F) to include
White poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder, Small
leaved lime, Holly. In agreement with PILs.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Vauxhall Industrial
Park, Southern Water
Offices and Garage,
receptor A1.B4 and at
2 No. detached
properties next to
Providence Plant
Nursery, receptor
A1.H15

MA 1.6

A

Native
Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the High Impact Mix (planting mix F) to include
White poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder, Small
leaved lime, Holly. In agreement with PILs.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Field boundaries to
the south of the
PRoW.

MA 1.7

A

Hedgerow
Planting

To be planted with species selected from the Standard
Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to include Common
hawthorn, Midland hawthorn, Blackthorn, Bullace,

LHES
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service tree, Wild privet,
Hazel, European crab apple, Elder, Rowan, Wayfaring
tree. In agreement with PILs, Arboriculturalist and
Ecology Mitigation proposals.
Landscape &
Visual

A1.F5 PRoW that
follows the railway line
west/east from Sturry
to level crossing at
Broad Oak Road.

MA 1.7

A

Native
Tree

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected from
the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to include
Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn, Blackthorn,
Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service tree, Wild
privet, Hazel, European crab apple, Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

South west of
property to assist with
visual screening of
base of PC4 .

MA 1.8

A

Native
Woodland
Planting

Native woodland planting to be whips, feathered and
standard trees of local provenance in accordance with
the specification to create a structured woodland. Cell
grown whips 60-80cm (bare-root) at 1000m centres,
spiral rabbit guards and bamboo cane stakes and
fixings; feathered trees 175-200cm (bare-root) at 1.5m
centres, single stake 1.52m long and fixings; extra
heavy standard trees 14-16cm girth (root-balled) of
local provenance, 1000 x 1000 tree pit and backfilling
with excavated topsoil and double timber stakes. To be
planted with species selected from the High Impact Mix
(planting mix F) to include White poplar, Hazel, Holly
oak, Common elder, Small leaved lime, Holly. In

LHES
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

agreement with PILs, Arboriculturalist and Ecology
Mitigation proposals.
Landscape &
Visual

Field boundary at
receptor A1.H22
Broad Oak Lodge
Farm.

MA 1.8

A

Native
Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. Tree species to be selected from the
High Impact Mix (planting mix F) to include White
poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder, Small leaved
lime, Holly.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Shalloak Road,
receptor A1.R4

MA 1.9

A

Native
Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the High Impact Mix (planting mix F) to include
White poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder, Small
leaved lime, Holly. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Shalloak Road,
receptor A1.R4

MA 1.10

A

Gapping
up Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple Elder,

LHES
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.
Landscape &
Visual

Receptor A1.H39
Mayton Cottages

MA 1.11

A

Gapping
up Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Rear of properties on
Mayton Lane,
receptors A1.H37a
and A1.H37b

MA 1.12

A

Native
Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Properties on the west MA 1.13
side of Shalloak
Road, receptor
A1.H28

A

Gapping
up Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,

LHES
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.
Landscape &
Visual

Shalloak Road,
receptor A1.R4

MA 1.14

A

Gapping
up Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Shalloak Road,
receptor A1.R4

MA 1.14

A

Native
Hedgerow
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the High Impact Mix (planting mix F) to include
White poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder, Small
leaved lime, Holly. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Broad Oak touring
caravan site, receptor
A1.C4 and
Farmhouse at
Brookside Farm,
receptor A1.H36

MA 1.15

A

Gapping
up Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,

LHES
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.
Landscape &
Visual

PRoWs that run on a
north - south
alignment, north of
Broad Oak, receptor
A1.F13

MA 1.16

A

Gapping
up Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Along field boundary
west of Barnett's
Lane, receptor A1.R6

MA 1.17

A

Gapping
up Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree, Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple, Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Between the
Farmhouse at Vale
Farm, receptor
A1.H41, and Vale

MA 1.18

A

Native
Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected

LHES
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Cottage, receptor
A1.H43

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

from the High Impact Mix (planting mix F) to include
White poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder, Small
leaved lime, Holly. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.

Landscape &
Visual

Foxhill House,
receptor A1.H46

MA 1.19

A

Gapping
up Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Along field boundary
west of Herne Bay
Road, receptor A1.R7

MA 1.20

A

Native
Tree and
Hedgerow
Planting

Supply and plant whips or feathered trees of local
provenance in accordance with the specification to infill
gaps along existing hedgerows. Measure allows for
50% of the hedgerow to be planted with either double
staggered hedgerow using cell grown whips 60-80cm
(B) at 5 per lin m and 200mm centres including planting
pit, spiral rabbit guards and bamboo cane stakes and
fixings; or 3 feathered trees 175-200cm (B) at 3 per lin
m including planting pit and backfill, single stake 1.52m
long and fixings. Where there are large gaps in existing
hedgerows whips should be used and where infilling
smaller gaps feathered trees should be used. To be
planted with Hedgerow Trees (planting mix H) to
include White poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder,
Small leaved lime, Holly and with species selected from

LHES
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B). In
agreement with PILs, Arboriculturalist and Ecology
Mitigation proposals.
Landscape &
Visual

Along PRoW that runs
northeast from
Sweechgate, receptor
A1.F17

MA 1.21

A

Native
Tree and
Hedgerow
Planting

Supply and plant whips or feathered trees of local
provenance in accordance with the specification to infill
gaps along existing hedgerows. Measure allows for
50% of the hedgerow to be planted with either double
staggered hedgerow using cell grown whips 60-80cm
(B) at 5 per lin m and 200mm centres including planting
pit, spiral rabbit guards and bamboo cane stakes and
fixings; or 3 feathered trees 175-200cm (B) at 3 per lin
m including planting pit and backfill, single stake 1.52m
long and fixings. To be planted with Hedgerow Trees
(planting mix H) to include White poplar, Hazel, Holly
oak, Common elder, Small leaved lime, Holly and with
species selected from the Standard Slow Grow Mix
(planting mix B). In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

To rear garden
property boundaries
on north side of
Sweechgate, receptor
A1.H33

MA 1.22

A

Native
Tree and
Hedgerow
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.

LHES
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Landscape &
Visual

Ranscombe House,
receptor A1.H45

MA 1.23

A

Gapping
up Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree, Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple, Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

At Tile Lodge Farm
Cottages, receptor
A1.H57

MA 1.24

A

Gapping
up Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree, Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple, Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

South of Moleshill
House, receptor
A1.H56

MA 1.25

A

Gapping
up Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard Slow Grow Mix (planting mix B) to
include Common hawthorn, Midland hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Bullace, Spindle, Holly, Yew, Wild service
tree, Wild privet, Hazel, European crab apple, Elder,
Rowan,Wayfaring tree. In agreement with PILs.
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Landscape &
Visual

Foxhill Garden Centre
and Everlast fencing,
receptor A1.B16

MA 1.26

A

Native
Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the High Impact Mix (planting mix F) to include
White poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder, Small
leaved lime, Holly. In agreement with PILs.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Longshaw, receptor
A1.H50, on east side
of Herne Bay Road

MA 1.27

A

Gap up
tree
planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the High Impact Mix (planting mix F) to include
White poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder, Small
leaved lime, Holly. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Properties on Hoath
Rd; Tile Lodge Farm
Cottages, Tile Lodge
Farmhouse and
Clangate and
Fieldside, receptors
B1.H9-H11

MB 1.1

B

Native
Tree
Planting
and
Gapping
up
Hedegrow
planting

Supply and plant whips or feathered trees of local
provenance in accordance with the specification to infill
gaps along existing hedgerows. Measure allows for
50% of the hedgerow to be planted with either double
staggered hedgerow using cell grown whips 60-80cm
(B) at 5 per lin m and 200mm centres including planting
pit, spiral rabbit guards and bamboo cane stakes and
fixings; or 3 feathered trees 175-200cm (B) at 3 per lin
m including planting pit and backfill, single stake 1.52m
long and fixings. To be planted with Hedgerow Trees
(planting mix H) to include White poplar, Hazel, Holly
oak, Common elder, Small leaved lime, Holly and with
species selected from the Standard Slow Grow Mix

LHES
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

(planting mix B). In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.
Landscape &
Visual

North of Nethergong
Camping, receptor
B1.B7

MB 1.2

B

Native
Tree
Planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the High Impact Mix (planting mix F) to include
White poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder, Small
leaved lime, Holly. In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

To field boundaries &
corners of fields for
PRoW network,
receptors B1.F1 and
B1.F2

MB 1.3

B

Native
Tree
Planting
and
hedgerow
planting

Supply and plant whips or feathered trees of local
provenance in accordance with the specification to infill
gaps along existing hedgerows. Measure allows for
50% of the hedgerow to be planted with either double
staggered hedgerow using cell grown whips 60-80cm
(B) at 5 per lin m and 200mm centres including planting
pit, spiral rabbit guards and bamboo cane stakes and
fixings; or 3 feathered trees 175-200cm (B) at 3 per lin
m including planting pit and backfill, single stake 1.52m
long and fixings. To be planted with Hedgerow Trees
(planting mix H) to include White poplar, Hazel, Holly
oak, Common elder, Small leaved lime, Holly and with
species selected from the Standard Slow Grow Mix
(planting mix B). In agreement with PILs,
Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Landscape &
Visual

At land between
PRoW, rerceptor
B1.F3, and the
Nethergong Penn
watercourse

MB 1.4

B

Native
tree and
hedgerow
tree
planting

Supply and plant whips or feathered trees of local
provenance in accordance with the specification to infill
gaps along existing hedgerows. Measure allows for
50% of the hedgerow to be planted with either double
staggered hedgerow using cell grown whips 60-80cm
(B) at 5 per lin m and 200mm centres including planting
pit, spiral rabbit guards and bamboo cane stakes and
fixings; or 3 feathered trees 175-200cm (B) at 3 per lin
m including planting pit and backfill, single stake 1.52m
long and fixings. To be planted with individual extra
heavy standard trees 14-16cm girth (RB) of local
provenance including tree pit and backfilling with
excavated topsoil and double timber stakes. To be
planted with species selected from the High Impact Mix
(planting mix F) to include White poplar, Hazel, Holly
oak, Common elder, Small leaved lime, Holly. In
agreement with PILs, Arboriculturalist and Ecology
Mitigation proposals.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

To field boundaries &
corners of fields,
alongside PRoW
network, receptor
B1.F5

MB 1.5

B

Native
tree and
hedgerow
tree
planting

Supply and plant whips or feathered trees of local
provenance in accordance with the specification to infill
gaps along existing hedgerows. Measure allows for
50% of the hedgerow to be planted with either double
staggered hedgerow using cell grown whips 60-80cm
(B) at 5 per lin m and 200mm centres including planting
pit, spiral rabbit guards and bamboo cane stakes and
fixings; or 3 feathered trees 175-200cm (B) at 3 per lin
m including planting pit and backfill, single stake 1.52m
long and fixings. To be planted with individual extra
heavy standard trees 14-16cm girth (RB) of local
provenance including tree pit and backfilling with

LHES
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

excavated topsoil and double timber stakes. To be
planted with species selected from the High Impact Mix
(planting mix F) to include White poplar, Hazel, Holly
oak, Common elder, Small leaved lime, Holly. In
agreement with PILs, Arboriculturalist and Ecology
Mitigation proposals.
Landscape &
Visual

Final

To field boundaries
and corners of fields
for PRoW network,
receptor B1.F11,
B1.F12 (including part
of the Saxon Shore
Way and Wantsum
Walk)

MB 1.6

B

Native
tree and
hedgerow
planting

Supply and plant whips or feathered trees of local
provenance in accordance with the specification to infill
gaps along existing hedgerows. Measure allows for
50% of the hedgerow to be planted with either double
staggered hedgerow using cell grown whips 60-80cm
(B) at 5 per lin m and 200mm centres including planting
pit, spiral rabbit guards and bamboo cane stakes and
fixings; or 3 feathered trees 175-200cm (B) at 3 per lin
m including planting pit and backfill, single stake 1.52m
long and fixings. To be planted with individual extra
heavy standard trees 14-16cm girth (RB) of local
provenance including tree pit and backfilling with
excavated topsoil and double timber stakes. To be
planted with species selected from the High Impact Mix
(planting mix F) to include White poplar, Hazel, Holly
oak, Common elder, Small leaved lime, Holly. In
agreement with PILs, Arboriculturalist and Ecology
Mitigation proposals.
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Landscape &
Visual

Planting along north
side of the stream,
within garden and
property boundary of
Tile Lodge
Farmhouse to
improve screening of
PC16, including
evergreen content for
winter screening,
receptor B1.H9.

MB 1.7

B

Native
Tree and
hedgerow
Planting

Supply and plant whips or feathered trees of local
provenance in accordance with the specification to infill
gaps along existing hedgerows. Measure allows for
50% of the hedgerow to be planted with either double
staggered hedgerow using cell grown whips 60-80cm
(B) at 5 per lin m and 200mm centres including planting
pit, spiral rabbit guards and bamboo cane stakes and
fixings; or 3 feathered trees 175-200cm (B) at 3 per lin
m including planting pit and backfill, single stake 1.52m
long and fixings. Where there are large gaps in existing
hedgerows whips should be used and where infilling
smaller gaps feathered trees should be used. To be
planted with Hedgerow Trees (planting mix H) to
include White poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder,
Small leaved lime, Holly. In agreement with PILs.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Sandpit Hill, to help
filter views of PC27 PC28 from Owl
Cottage at Hollow
Street, receptor
B1.H17

MB 1.8

B

Gap up
tree
planting
into the
existing
hedgerow

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected from
the High Impact Mix (planting mix F) to include White
poplar, Hazel, Holly oak, Common elder, Small leaved
lime, Holly. In agreement with PILs.

LHES

Biodiversity

Planting to field
boundary north of
Hersden to improve
connectivity and
increase available
habitat for biodiversity

MB 1.9

B

Gapping
up
hedgerow

Supply and plant whips and feathered trees in
accordance with the specification to infill gaps along the
existing hedgerow. Measure allows for 50% of the
hedgerow to be planted with 2 whips 60-80cm (B) and 2
feathered trees 175-200cm (B) per linear metre
including rabbit guards, stakes and fixings.

LHES

Historic
Environment
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

receptors present in
this area, including
bats and dormouse.
Biodiversity

Planting to field
boundaries north of
Hersden to improve
connectivity between
existing woodlands,
Park Rough and Ash
Plantation, and to
increase available
habitat for biodiversity
receptors present in
this area, including
bats and dormouse.

MB 1.10

B

Gapping
up
hedgerow

Supply and plant whips and feathered trees in
accordance with the specification to infill gaps along the
existing hedgerow. Measure allows for 50% of the
hedgerow to be planted with 2 whips 60-80cm (B) and 2
feathered trees 175-200cm (B) per linear metre
including rabbit guards, stakes and fixings.

LHES

Biodiversity

Planting to field
boundaries north of
Hersden to improve
connectivity between
existing woodlands,
Park Rough and Ash
Plantation, and to
increase available
habitat for biodiversity
receptors present in
this area, including
bats and dormouse.

MB 1.11

B

Native
tree and
hedgerow
planting

Supply and plant whips or feathered trees of local
provenance in accordance with the specification to infill
gaps along existing hedgerows. Measure allows for
50% of the hedgerow to be planted with either double
staggered hedgerow using cell grown whips 60-80cm
(B) at 5 per lin m and 200mm centres including planting
pit, spiral rabbit guards and bamboo cane stakes and
fixings; or 3 feathered trees 175-200cm (B) at 3 per lin
m including planting pit and backfill, single stake 1.52m
long and fixings. Where there are large gaps in existing
hedgerows whips should be used and where infilling
smaller gaps feathered trees should be used. In
agreement with PILs.
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Biodiversity

Planting to field
boundaries north of
Hersden to improve
connectivity between
existing woodlands,
Little Joiner's Wood
and Park Rough, and
to increase available
habitat for biodiversity
receptors present in
this area, including
bats and dormouse.

MB 1.12

B

Gapping
up
hedgerow

Supply and plant whips in accordance with the
specification to infill gaps along the existing hedgerow.
Measure allows for 50% of the hedgerow to be planted
with 2 whips 60-80cm (B) and 2 feathered trees 175200cm (B) per linear metre including rabbit guards,
stakes and fixings.

LHES

Biodiversity

To improve
connectivity (between
Park Rough and
existing woodland to
the west, and to
improve available
habitat for foraging,
nesting and
hibernation

MB 1.13

B

Native
woodland
planting
(Dormous
e mix)

Supply and plant whips, feathered and standard trees
of local provenance in accordance with the specification
to create a structured woodland. Cell grown whips 6080cm (bare-root) at 1000m centres, spiral rabbit guards
and bamboo cane stakes and fixings; feathered trees
175-200cm (bare-root) at 1.5m centres, single stake
1.52m long and fixings; extra heavy standard trees 1416cm girth (root-balled) of local provenance, 1000 x
1000 tree pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and
double timber stakes. To be planted with woodland mix
with species of high conservation value (dormouse
mix), species to include English oak, Hornbeam, Downy
birch, Silver birch, Small leaved lime, Wild service tree,
Rowan, Hawthorn, Common Elder. In agreement with
PILs, Arboriculturalist and Ecology Mitigation proposals.
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Landscape &
Visual

Planting to field
boundariesbtween
Puddledock Wood
and Walmers Hill

MB 1.14

B

Native
tree and
hedgerow
planting

Supply and plant whips or feathered trees of local
provenance in accordance with the specification to infill
gaps along existing hedgerows. Measure allows for
50% of the hedgerow to be planted with either double
staggered hedgerow using cell grown whips 60-80cm
(B) at 5 per lin m and 200mm centres including planting
pit, spiral rabbit guards and bamboo cane stakes and
fixings; or 3 feathered trees 175-200cm (B) at 3 per lin
m including planting pit and backfill, single stake 1.52m
long and fixings. Where there are large gaps in existing
hedgerows whips should be used and where infilling
smaller gaps feathered trees should be used. In
agreement with PILs.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

To the garden
MC 1.1
boundary of Cut End
to filter views of PC35.
Property south west of
Sarre just off the A28,
Island Road, receptor
C1.H1

C

Gap up
tree
planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard hedgerow trees to include Small
leaved lime, Wild cherry, English Oak, hornbeam, Field
maple. In agreement with PILs.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

To the garden
MC 1.2
boundary of The
Paddock, on the south
side of Sarre, receptor
C1.H9

C

Gap up
tree
planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard hedgerow trees to include Small
leaved lime, Wild cherry, English Oak, hornbeam, Field
maple. In agreement with PILs.
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Landscape &
Visual

To the south and east
boundaries of Marsh
House (tea rooms and
plant nursery on The
Street, south of Gore
Street) to filter views
of PC41 and PC42
and the 132kV
diversion pylons,
receptor C1.B4.

MC 1.3

C

Gap up
tree
planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard hedgerow trees to include Small
leaved lime, Wild cherry, English Oak, hornbeam, Field
maple. In agreement with PILs.

LHES

Biodiversity

To existing
hedgerows to west
side of The Street, in
the vicniity of the PC
oversail, but not
beneath it.

MC 1.4

C

Gap up
tree
planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard hedgerow trees to include Small
leaved lime, Wild cherry, English Oak, hornbeam, Field
maple. In agreement with PILs.

LHES

Landscape &
Visual

Along the north side
of the railway to the
south west of Sheriffs
Court Farm, Sheriffs
Court Lane, Monkton,
to filter views of PC45
and PC46 from the
house access track,
receptors D1.H10,
D1.R5, D1.B2.

MD 1.1

D

Gap up
tree
planting

Supply and plant individual extra heavy standard trees
14-16cm girth (RB) of local provenance including tree
pit and backfilling with excavated topsoil and double
timber stakes. To be planted with species selected
from the Standard hedgerow trees to include Small
leaved lime, Wild cherry, English Oak, hornbeam, Field
maple. In agreement with PILs.
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Topic

Location description
(visual receptor
reference shown
where applicable)

Measure
Ref

Route
Section

Measure
Proposed

Summary description of works

Delivery
Mechanism

Biodiversity

Within Ash Level

MD 1.2

D

Enhancem
ent/
extension
of Higher
Level
Stewardsh
ip area
habitats

The HLS areas in the in Ash Level could be enhanced
for target species by extending the current HLS areas
to include a selection of possible options within new NE
Countryside Stewardship Scheme target options for the
area. These options could include provision of wader
scrapes, management of pastures for wintering waders,
revised cropping regimes including overwinter stubbles,
planting of "Bumblebird" mixes, field margin and ditch
management for biodiversity increase for an initial 5
year period. The exact details to be discussed and
agreed with Natural England and the respective
landowners.
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Trees and Hedgerows Planting Palettes
Mix
Ref

Mix Name

Description

Planting Location

Species (common name)

Species (scientific name)

% mix

A

Woodland
Mix

Standard tree planting
mix for groups and
woodlands. Can be
coppiced to allowed to
grow as a high canopy
woodland.

Group planting,
2500 trees per
hectare.

English oak
Sessile oak
Sweet chestnut
Field maple
Hornbeam
Hazel
Downy birch
Silver birch
Wych elm
Small leaved lime

Quercus robur
Quercus petraea
Castanea sativa
Acer campestre
Carpinus betulus
Corylus avellana
Betula pubescens
Betula pendula
Ulmus glabra
Tilia cordata

10%
5%
20%
10%
15%
20%
5%
5%
5%
5%

B

Standard
Slow
Growing

Standard tree planting
mix for replacement of
smaller groups or those
in which coppice
management is
unsuitable such as
adjacent to highways or
along field margins.
Forms a dense and
bushy hedgerow mix.

Group planting as
specified; 2500 trees
per hectare

Common hawthorn
Midland hawthorn
Blackthorn
Bullace
Spindle
Holly
Yew
Wild service tree
Wild privet
Hazel
European crab apple
Common elder
Rowan
Wayfaring tree

Crataegus monogyna
Crataegus laevigata
Prunus spinosa
Prunus insistitia
Euonymus europaea
Ilex aquifolium
Taxus baccata
Sorbus torminalis
Ligustrum vulgare
Corylus avellana
Malus sylvestris
Sambucus nigra
Sorbus aucuparia
Viburnum lantana

5%
5%
10%
5%
5%
10%
10%
10%
5%
10%
5%
5%
10%
5%
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Mix
Ref

Mix Name

Description

Planting Location

Species (common name)

Species (scientific name)

% mix

C

Woodland Dormouse
Mix

Species selected to
maximise dormouse
habitats. Can be
coppiced.

Group planting as
specified; 2500 trees
per hectare

Hazel
Common hawthorn
Field maple
Dogwood
Hornbeam
Sweet chestnut
English oak
Wild service tree
Holly
European crab apple
Spindle
Bramble
Honeysuckle

Corylus avellana
Crataegus monogyna
Acer campestre
Cornus sanguinea
Carpinus betulus
Castanea sativa
Quercus robur
Sorbus torminalis
Ilex aquifolium
Malus sylvestris
Euonymus europaea
Rubus fruticosa
Lonicera periclymenum

25%
5%
5%
5%
5%
10%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
10%
10%

F

High Impact
Mix

Species and planting
sizes selected to deliver
faster establishment
screening or aesthetic
presence for use where
mitigation relates mainly
to views

Group planting at
location as specified;
2500 trees per
hectare

White poplar
Hazel
Holly oak
Common elder
Small leaved lime
Holly

Populus alba
Corylus avellana
Quercus ilex
Sambucus nigra
Tilia cordata
Ilex aquifolium

15%
20%
10%
20%
15%
20%
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Mix
Ref

Mix Name

Description

Planting Location

Species (common name)

Species (scientific name)

% mix

G

Standard
Hedgerow

Standard planting mix for
creating new native
hedges and infilling gaps
in hedgerows

Same alignment as
previous hedge or
as specified;
staggered doublerow of 5 plants per
linear metre

Common hawthorn
Blackthorn
Common elder
Field maple
Wych elm
Common alder
Hazel
Beech
Holly
English oak
Wild privet
Field rose
Dog rose
Common Yew
Dogwood

Crataegus monogyna
Prunus spinosa
Sambucus nigra
Acer campestre
Ulmus glabra
Alnus glutinosa
Corylus avellana
Fagus sylvatica
Ilex aquifolium
Quercus robur
Ligustrum vulgare
Rosa arvensis
Rosa canina
Taxus baccata
Cornus sanguinea

20%
15%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%

H

Hedgerow
Trees

Standard tree planting
mix for improvement of
hedges

Within existing
hedge at 10m
spacing

Small leaved lime
Wild cherry
English oak
Field maple

Tilia cordata
Prunus avium
Quercus robur
Acer campestre

25%
20%
25%
15%

Hornbeam

Carpinus betulus

15%
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To Be Read In Conjunction with Figures 5.8.1 - 5.8.7

This Landscape Specification has been produced using National Building Specification
Landscape (NBS Landscape) and describes the materials, standards and workmanship
expected during construction and implementation of soft landscape works proposed as part
of the Richborough Connection Project Enhancement Measures. Hard landscape works are
not detailed in this specification as it is likely that each Local Authority will have specific
construction details, materials and standards that hard landscape works will need to adhere
to.
NBS Landscape is a software package used to write concise, technically accurate and up-todate specifications for hard and soft landscape projects. NBS Landscape is an industry
standard specification system that conforms to best practice providing clauses, guidance and
product information.
NBS Landscape is a selection of NBS work sections with landscape preliminaries, including
those for ICE Minor Works and JCLI Agreement for Landscape Maintenance Works. The
product is intended for use on landscape and external works projects
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NBS LANDSCAPE SPECIFICATION FOR LANDSCAPE AND
HABITAT ENHANCEMENT SCHEME PLANTING
Q28 Topsoil, growing media and ameliorants
SYSTEM OUTLINE
110

TOPSOIL SYSTEM FOR STRUCTURE PLANTING AREAS IF EXISTING TOPSOIL ON SITE
IS DEFICIENT AND REQUIRES TOPPING UP
• Topsoil: Imported topsoil to BS 3882.
• Ameliorants: None.
• Accessories: None.
PRODUCTS

300
•
•

•

•
•
•

310
•

315

PREPARATION MATERIALS GENERALLY
Purity: Free of pests, disease, and fungus.
Foreign matter: On visual inspection, free of fragments and roots of aggressive weeds, sticks,
straw, subsoil, pieces of brick, concrete, glass, wire, large lumps of clay or vegetation, and the
like.
Contamination: Do not use topsoil contaminated with subsoil, rubbish or other materials that
are:
Corrosive, explosive or flammable.
Hazardous to human or animal life.
Detrimental to healthy plant growth.
Subsoil: In areas to receive topsoil or planting media, do not use subsoil contaminated with
the above materials.
Objectionable odour: None.
Give notice: If any evidence or symptoms of soil contamination are discovered on the site or in
topsoil or planting media to be imported.
MATERIALS NOT PERMITTED
Materials: Peat and Products containing peat.

IMPORTED TOPSOIL TO BS 3882
Quantity: Provide as necessary to make up any deficiency of topsoil existing on site and to
complete the work.
• Standard: To BS 3882.
• Classification: Multipurpose.
Grade: 0.6-2 mm.
• Source: Contractor's choice.
Product reference: Contractor's choice.
•

EXECUTION
610
•
•
•
•

Final

TOPSOIL ANALYSIS
Soil to be analysed: Imported topsoil.
Soil analyst: Contractors choice.
Samples: Collect in accordance with BS 3882.
Submit:
Declaration of analysis:
- Chemical analysis and contaminants;
- Maximum stone content, stone size and pH value;
- pH value and textural classification; and
- Phytotoxic and CLEA elements.
Report detailing soil analyst's recommendations.
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Q28
620
•

625
•
•

630

IMPORTING TOPSOIL
Give notice: Before stripping topsoil for transfer to site.
Notice period: 5 days.
SAMPLE LOADS FOR IMPORTED TOPSOIL
Deliver to site a sample load: of 5 kg.
Give notice: Allow inspection before making further deliveries to site. Retain for comparison
with subsequent loads.
Notice period: 5 days.

DOCUMENTATION FOR IMPORTED TOPSOIL FOR SHRUB BEDS
Timing: Submit at handover.
Contents:
Full description of all soil components.
Record of source for all soil components.
Record drawings showing the location and depth of all soils by type and grade.
Declaration of analysis: in accordance with BS 3882, Annex E.
• Number of copies: 2.
•
•

650

NOTICE
Give notice before:
Setting out.
Spreading topsoil.
Applying herbicide.
Applying fertilizer.
Visiting site during maintenance period.
• Period of notice: One week.
•

655
•

MECHANICAL TOOLS
Restrictions: Do not use within 100 mm of tree and plant stems.

•
•

GRADING SUBSOIL
General: Grade to smooth flowing contours to achieve specified finished levels of topsoil.
Areas of thicker topsoil: Excavate locally.

660

665A

SUBSOIL SURFACE PREPARATION
General: Excavate and/ or place fill to required profiles and levels.
Loosening:
Light and non-cohesive subsoils: When ground conditions are reasonably dry, loosen
thoroughly to a depth of 300 mm.
Stiff clay and cohesive subsoils: When ground conditions are reasonably dry, loosen
thoroughly to a depth of 450 mm.
Rock and chalk subgrades: Lightly scarify to promote free drainage.
• Stones: Immediately before spreading topsoil, remove stones larger than 50 mm.
• Remove from site: Arisings, contaminants and debris and Builders rubble.
•
•

670
•
•

680
•

Final

INSPECTING FORMATIONS
Give notice: Before spreading topsoil for lawn areas and planting beds.
Notice period: 7 days.
SURPLUS TOPSOIL TO BE RETAINED
Generally: Spread and level on site:
Locations: Any areas where topsoil is required for new planting.
Protected areas: Do not raise soil level within root spread of trees that are to be retained.
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Q28
685

SURPLUS MATERIALS TO BE REMOVED
Topsoil: Remove from site topsoil remaining after completion of all landscaping work as
agreed with Project Manager.
• Subsoil, stones, debris, wrapping material, canes, ties, temporary labelling, rubbish, prunings
and other arisings: Remove.
•

690
•
•
•
•

695
•
•

•
•
•
•

700

TOPSOIL STORAGE HEAPS
Location: Throughout the order limits.
Height (maximum): 1.0 m.
Width (maximum): 2.0 m.
Protection:
Do not place any other material on top of storage heaps.
Do not allow construction plant to pass over storage heaps.
Prevent compaction and contamination, by fencing and covering as appropriate.
CULTIVATION
Compacted topsoil: Break up to full depth.
Tilth: Loosen, aerate and break up topsoil to a tilth suitable for blade grading.
Depth: 150 mm.
Particle size (maximum): 2-8 mm.
Timing: Within a few days before planting.
Weather and ground conditions: Suitably dry.
Surface: Leave regular and even.
Levels: 25 mm above adjoining paving or kerbs and 50 mm above adjoining lawns.
Undesirable material brought to the surface: Remove visible weeds, roots and large stones
with any dimension exceeding 50 mm.
Soil within root spread of trees and shrubs to be retained: Do not dig or cultivate.

GRADING OF TOPSOIL
Topsoil condition: Reasonably dry and workable.
Contours: Smooth and flowing, with falls for adequate drainage.
Hollows and ridges: Not permitted.
• Finished levels after settlement: 25 mm above adjoining paving, kerbs, manholes etc.
• Blade grading: May be used to adjust topsoil levels provided depth of topsoil is nowhere less
than 100 mm.
• Give notice: If required levels cannot be achieved by movement of existing soil.
•
•

705

HANDLING TOPSOIL
Aggressive weeds: Give notice and obtain instructions before moving topsoil.
Plant: Select and use plant to minimize disturbance, trafficking and compaction.
Contamination: Do not mix topsoil with:
Subsoil, stone, hardcore, rubbish or material from demolition work.
Other grades of topsoil.
• Multiple handling: Keep to a minimum. Use or stockpile topsoil immediately after stripping.
• Wet conditions: Handle topsoil in the driest condition possible. Do not handle during or after
heavy rainfall or when it is wetter than the plastic limit less 3%, to BS 1377-2.
•
•
•

710

SPREADING TOPSOIL
Temporary roads/ surfacing: Remove before spreading topsoil.
Layers:
Depth (maximum): 150 mm.
Gently firm each layer before spreading the next.
• Depths after firming and settlement (minimum): 150 mm for grass areas, 450mm for
ornamental planting areas and 800mm for trees.
• Crumb structure: Do not compact topsoil. Preserve a friable texture of separate visible crumbs
wherever possible.
•
•

Final
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Q28
720
•
•
•
•
•
•

FINISHED LEVELS OF TOPSOIL AFTER SETTLEMENT
Above adjoining paving or kerbs: 25 mm.
Below dpc of adjoining buildings: Not less than 150 mm.
Shrub areas: Higher than adjoining grass areas by 50 mm.
Within root spread of existing trees: Unchanged.
Adjoining soil areas: Marry in.
Thickness of turf or mulch: Included.
COMPLETION

905
•
•
•

Final

APPLYING MAINTENANCE FERTILIZER
Time of year: March or April.
Application: Evenly spread, carefully incorporating below mulch materials.
Rate: To manufacturer's recommendations.
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Q30 Seeding/turfing
GENERAL INFORMATION/REQUIREMENTS
115

SEEDED AND TURFED AREAS
Growth and development: Healthy, vigorous grass sward, free from the visible effects of pests,
weeds and disease.
• Appearance: A closely knit, continuous ground cover of even density, height and colour.
•

120
•

145
•
•
•

160

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS
General: Carry out the work while soil and weather conditions are suitable.
WATERING
Quantity: Wet full depth of topsoil.
Application: Even and without displacing seed, seedlings or soil.
Frequency: As necessary to ensure the establishment and continued thriving of all
seeding/turfing.

NOTICE
Give notice before:
Setting out.
Applying herbicide.
Applying fertilizer.
Preparing seed bed.
Seeding or turfing.
Visiting site during maintenance period.
• Period of notice: 1 week.
•

170
•
•

SETTING OUT
Boundaries: Mark clearly.
Delineation: In straight lines or smoothly flowing curves as shown on drawings.
PREPARATION

210
•
•

280

HERBICIDE FOR ALL GRASSED AREAS
Type: Suitable for suppressing perennial weeds.
Timing: Allow fallow period before cultivation.
Duration: As manufacturer's recommendation.

FINAL CULTIVATION
Timing: After grading and fertilizing.
Seed bed: Reduce to fine, firm tilth with good crumb structure.
Depth: 25 mm.
Surface preparation: Rake to a true, even surface, friable and lightly firmed but not over
compacted.
Remove surface stones/earth clods exceeding:
General areas: 40 mm.
Fine lawn areas: 10 mm.
• Adjacent levels: Extend cultivation into existing adjacent grassed areas sufficient to ensure full
marrying in of levels.
•
•

Final
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SEEDING
311

GRASS SEED FOR ALL GRASSED AREAS (NON WILDFLOWER)
Supplier: Submit proposals.
Mixture reference: Submit proposals.
• Application rate: 34-50 g/m².
•

319

QUALITY OF SEED FOR ALL GRASSED AREAS
Freshness: Produced for the current growing season.
Certification: Blue label certified varieties.
Standard: EC purity and germination regulations.
Official Seed Testing Station certificate of germination, purity and composition: Submit when
requested.
• Samples of mixtures: Submit when requested.
•
•

330
•
•

335
•

SOWING
General: Establish good seed contact with the root zone.
Method: To suit soil type, proposed usage, location and weather conditions during and after
sowing.
Distribution: 2 equal sowings at right angles to each other.
GRASS SOWING SEASON
Grass seed generally: April to June or August to October.
PROTECTING/CUTTING

530
•
•

•
•
•

590
•
•

FIRST CUT OF GRASSED AREAS
Timing: When grass is reasonably dry.
Height of initial growth: 75 mm.
Preparation:
Debris and litter: Remove.
Stones and earth clods larger than 25 mm in any dimension: Remove
Height of first cut: 40 mm.
Mower type: Rotary.
Arisings: Remove from site.
CLEANLINESS
Soil and arisings: Remove from hard surfaces.
General: Leave the works in a clean, tidy condition at Completion and after any maintenance
operations.
MAINTENANCE

610

FAILURES OF SEEDING/TURFING
Duration: Carry out the following operations from completion of seeding/ turfing until: the end
of the rectification period.
• Defective materials or workmanship: Areas that have failed to thrive.
Exclusions: Theft or malicious damage.
• Method of making good: Recultivation and reseeding/ returfing.
• Timing of making good: The next suitable planting season.
•

Final
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SEEDING: WILDFLOWER AREAS
311
•
•

319

GRASS SEED FOR WILDFLOWER AREAS
Mixture as per specifications in planting palette table.
Application rate: 30g/m².

QUALITY OF SEED FOR ALL GRASSED AREAS
Supplier to guarantee British/native provenance (local genotype if possible).
Certification: Blue label certified varieties.
Standard: EC purity and germination regulations.
Official Seed Testing Station certificate of germination, purity and composition: Submit when
requested.
• Samples of mixtures: Submit when requested.
•
•

330

SOWING
General: Establish good seed contact with the root zone.
No addition of nutrients to soils
• Method: To suit soil type, proposed usage, location and weather conditions during and after
sowing. A friable firm seed bed required, weed free, alleviation of compaction to a depth of 100200mm, sowed on a firm and fine tilth. Seed bed preparation to be conducted in dry conditions,
close to the time of sowing.
Distribution: 2 equal sowings at right angles to each other. By hand in small areas, by
mechanical means if areas are large.
•

335
•

GRASS SOWING SEASON
Grass seed generally: March to May or September to October.
PROTECTING/CUTTING

530

FIRST CUT OF WILDFLOWER GRASSED AREAS
Timing: When grass is reasonably dry.
Height of initial growth: 150-200 mm.
• Preparation:
Debris and litter: Remove.
Stones and earth clods larger than 25 mm in any dimension: Remove
• Height of first cut: 75-100 mm. NB: cutting must be conducted when reptiles are active to ensure they
are not harmed during cutting operations. No lower than 100m on reptiles sites (see planting palette table for
details). Four cuts should be conducted in the first year, a single cut on October in any year thereafter.
• Mower type: Rotary or strimming (area dependant).
• Arisings: Remove from site.
•

MAINTENANCE
610
•

FAILURES OF SEEDING/TURFING
Duration: Carry out the following operations from completion of seeding/ turfing until: the end
of the rectification period. Monitoring for wildflowers grassland will only apply to those being

retained.
•

Defective materials or workmanship: Areas that have failed to thrive.
Exclusions: Theft or malicious damage.
• Method of making good: Recultivation and reseeding/ returfing.
• Timing of making good: The next suitable planting season.
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Q31 External planting
GENERAL INFORMATION/ REQUIREMENTS
112A
•
•
•
•
•
•

118

SITE CLEARANCE GENERALLY
General: Remove rubbish, concrete, metal, glass, decayed vegetation and contaminated
topsoil.
Stones: Remove those with any dimension exceeding 50 mm.
Contamination: Remove material containing toxins, pathogens or other extraneous
substances harmful to plant, animal or human life.
Vegetation: Clear scrub to ground level by flail mowing and remove arisings; retain and
protect trees.
Large roots: Grub up and dispose of without undue disturbance of soil and adjacent areas.
Additional requirements: Remove remnants of old fence posts and mesh.

SOIL CONDITIONS
Soil for cultivating and planting: Moist, friable and (excepting marginal planting) not
waterlogged.
• Frozen or snow covered soil: Give notice before planting. Provide additional root protection.
Prevent planting pit sides and bases and backfill materials from freezing.
•

120
•

125

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS
General: Carry out the work while soil and weather conditions are suitable.
Strong winds: Do not plant.

TIMES OF YEAR FOR PLANTING
Deciduous trees and shrubs: Late October to late March.
Conifers and evergreens: September/ October or April/ May.
Herbaceous plants (including marginal): September/ October or March/ April.
Container grown plants: At any time if ground and weather conditions are favourable.
Watering and weed control: Provide as necessary.
• Wildflower plugs: Late August to mid November or March/ April.
•
•
•
•

130
•

MECHANICAL TOOLS
Restrictions: Do not use within 100 mm of tree and plant stems.

•
•
•

WATERING
Quantity: Wet full depth of topsoil.
Application: Even and without damaging or displacing plants or soil.
Frequency: As necessary to ensure establishment and continued thriving of planting.

145

150
•

160

WATER RESTRICTIONS
General: If water supply is or is likely to be restricted by emergency legislation, do not carry
out planting until instructed. If planting has been carried out, obtain instructions on watering.

NOTICE
Give notice before:
Setting out.
Applying herbicide.
Applying fertilizer.
Delivery of plants/ trees.
Planting shrubs.
Planting trees into previously dug pits.
Watering.
Visiting site during maintenance period.
• Period of notice: One week.
•

165

PREPARATION, PLANTING AND MULCHING MATERIALS
General: Free from toxins, pathogens or other extraneous substances harmful to plant, animal
or human life.
• Certification of source, analysis, suitability for purpose and absence of harmful substances:
Submit.
•
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-

200

Certified materials: Submit proposals.
Give notice before ordering or using.

PLANTS/ TREES - GENERAL
Condition: Materially undamaged, sturdy, healthy and vigorous.
Appearance: Of good shape and without elongated shoots.
Hardiness: Grown in a suitable environment and hardened off.
Health: Free from pests, diseases, discoloration, weeds and physiological disorders.
Budded or grafted plants: Bottom worked.
Root system and condition: Balanced with branch system.
Standard: The National Plant Specification.
• Species: True to name.
• Origin/ Provenance: British grown.
Definition: Origin and Provenance have the meaning given in the National Plant Specification.
•
•
•
•
•
•

215
•

235

PLANTS/ TREES - SPECIFICATION CRITERIA
Name, forms, dimensions, provenance and other criteria: As scheduled and defined in the
National Plant Specification.

CONTAINER GROWN PLANTS/ TREES
Growing medium: With adequate nutrients for plants to thrive until permanently planted.
Plants: Centred in containers, firmed and well watered.
Root growth: Substantially filling containers, but not root bound, and in a condition conducive
to successful transplanting.
• Hardiness: Grown in the open for at least two months before being supplied.
• Containers: With holes adequate for drainage when placed on any substrate commonly used
under irrigation systems.
•
•
•

245

LABELLING AND INFORMATION
General: Provide each plant/ tree or group of plants/ trees of a single species or cultivar with
supplier's labelling for delivery to site, showing:
Full botanical name.
Total number.
Number of bundles.
Part bundles.
Supplier's name.
Employer's name and project reference.
Plant specification, in accordance with scheduled National Plant Specification categories.
• Additional information: Submit on request:
- Country of origin;
- Potting dates;
- Propagation method and dates;
- Pruning dates; and
- Type of container.
•

255
•
•
•

260

PLANTS/ TREES RESERVED AT SUPPLIER'S PREMISES
Types/ Species: As plant schedule.
Predelivery inspection: Give notice.
Labelling: Identify inspected plants/ trees as reserved for use on this project.

PLANT/ TREE SUBSTITUTION
Plants/ trees unobtainable or known to be likely to be unobtainable at time of ordering: Submit
alternatives, stating:
Price.
Difference from specified plants/ trees.
• Approval: Obtain before making any substitution.
•
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265A
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

280

PLANT HANDLING, STORAGE TRANSPORT AND PLANTING
Standard: To HTA 'Handling and establishing landscape plants'.
Frost: Protect plants from frost.
Handling: Handle plants with care. Protect from mechanical damage and do not subject to
shock, e.g. by dropping from a vehicle.
Plant packaging: Coextruded polyethylene bags with black interior and white exterior.
- All bare roots plants to be supplied in bags containing and enclosing the whole root system.
Transplants should be supplied with shoots and roots fully enclosed in the bag, whereas
larger shrubs and trees should have only the root system enclosed. The bag should be
coextruded polythene bags with black interior and white exterior with larger trees packaged as
follows:
* 6-8cm and 8-10cm girth trees = 3Nr trees per bag
- All plants shall be adequately packaged and protected during transportation from source to
planting on site. To minimise storage of plant stock, operations are to be arranged so that
trees and shrubs are planted immediately after each planting pit is prepared.
Packaging of bulk quantities: Pallets or bins sealed with polyethylene and shrink wrapped.
Storage - Plants and trees to be stored in a secure and protected from site operations and
over exposure to adverse weather conditions.
Planting: Upright or well balanced with best side to front.

TREATMENT OF TREE WOUNDS
Cutting: Keep wounds as small as possible.
Cut cleanly back to sound wood using sharp, clean tools.
Leave branch collars. Do not cut flush with stem or trunk.
Set cuts so that water will not collect on cut area.
• Fungicide/ Sealant: Do not apply unless instructed.
•

290
•

SURPLUS MATERIAL
Subsoil, stones, debris, wrapping material, canes, ties, temporary labelling, rubbish, prunings
and other arisings: Remove.
PREPARATION OF PLANTING BEDS/ PLANTING MATERIALS

300
•
•
•

305
•
•

375

WEED CONTROL FOR INVASIVE NON-NATIVE WEEDS
Locations: All planting areas.
General: Prevent weeds from seeding and perennial weeds from becoming established, in
accordance with the Environment Agency 'Managing Japanese knotweed on development
sites. The knotwood code of practice'.

•

CULTIVATION
Compacted topsoil: Break up to full depth.
Cultivation: Loosen, aerate and break up soil into particles of 2-8 mm.
Depth: 350 mm.
Timing: Within a few days before planting.
Weather and ground conditions: Suitably dry.
Surface: Leave regular and even.
Levels:
- 25 mm above adjoining paving or kerbs;
- 50 mm above adjoining lawns; and
- Minimum 150 mm below dpc of adjoining buildings.
Undesirable material brought to the surface: Remove visible weeds, roots and large stones
with any dimension exceeding 30 mm.
Soil within root spread of trees and shrubs to be retained: Do not dig or cultivate.

•

NATURALIZED HEDGES
Planting: In trenches large enough to take full spread of roots. Set out plants evenly.

•
•

•
•

•

471

Final

HERBICIDE TO CLEAR OVERGROWN BEDS
Locations: All planting areas.
Type: Suitable for supressing perennial weeds.
Timing: Allow fallow period before cultivation.
Duration (minimum): As manufacturer's recommendation.
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486A

HEDGE PROTECTION TO NATIVE HEDGEROWS
• Manufacturer: green-tech.
- Product reference: 160PS1060 rainbow spiral guard.
• Type: Round.
• Material: 100% recycled material.
• Size: 450 x 50mm.
• Colour: Transparent.
• Support: bamboo cane.
• General: Ensure that protection methods do not impede natural movement of shrubs or
restrict growth.

472
•
•
•
•
•

480

FENCING SUPPORT FOR NEW HEDGES
Type: Timber post and general pattern wire mesh.
Standard: To BS 1722-2.
Height: 600 mm.
Timing: Before planting hedge.
Support: Lightly secure hedge plants to fence wires at appropriate intervals.

AFTER PLANTING
Watering: Immediately after planting, thoroughly and without damaging or displacing plants or
soil.
• Firming: Lightly firm soil around plants and fork and/ or rake soil, without damaging roots, to a
fine tilth with gentle cambers and no hollows.
• Top dressing: Not required.
Depth: N/A.
•

PLANTING TREES
500

ANTIDESICCANT FOR CONIFERS/ EVERGREENS
Manufacturer: Contractor's choice.
Product reference: Contractor's choice.
• Application: Dip in or thoroughly spray before delivering to site. Spray again soon after
planting.
Do not apply in wet or frosty weather.
Ensure full coverage of underside of foliage.
•

505
•
•
•
•
•
•

510

TREE PITS
Sizes: 75 mm deeper than root system and wide enough to accommodate roots when fully
spread.
Sloping ground: Maintain horizontal bases and vertical sides with no less than minimum depth
throughout.
Pit bottoms: With slightly raised centre. Break up to a depth of 200 mm.
Treatment: Soil ameliorant worked into pit bottoms.
Pit sides: Scarify.
Backfilling material: Amsterdam tree soil.
Accessories: Perforated plastics irrigation/ ventilation pipe and Root barrier.

TREE PIT ROOT BARRIERS
Locations: Wherever the installed rootball will be within 3.0 m of an existing underground
service route.
• Manufacturer: Greenleaf.
Product reference: ReRoot 2000.
• Depth of top of root barrier below finished soil level: 75 mm.
• Installation: With sides vertical.
•

515

TREE PIT DRAINAGE
Depth of excavation: Increase from specified size to allow for aggregate layer, with base
slightly falling to outlet.
• Aggregate layer: Clean gravel or broken stone, with no fines, graded 40 to 20 mm.
Depth: 150 mm.
• Drainage pipes:
Type: N/A.
•
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Diameter: N/A.
Position: Lay around perimeter of pit within aggregate layer.
Discharge: N//A.
• Geotextile filter:
Manufacturer: Contractor's choice.
Product reference: Contractor's choice.
Position: Lay over aggregate before installing tree or backfill.
• Completed pits: Test for free drainage before planting.
535

STAKING GENERALLY
Stakes: Softwood, peeled chestnut, larch or oak, straight, free from projections and large or
edge knots and with pointed lower end.
Preservative treatment: Alkaline Copper Quaternary (ACQ).
• Nails: To BS 1202-1, galvanized, minimum 25 mm long and with 10 mm diameter heads.
• Stake size (minimum): 50 mm diameter.
•

545

LONG SINGLE STAKING FOR FEATHERED TREES AND STANDARD TREES
Staking: Position stake close to tree on windward side and drive vertically at least 300 mm into
bottom of pit before planting.
Backfilling: Consolidate material around stake.
• Height of stakes: Cut off just below lowest branch of tree.
• Ties: Adjustable ties.
• Tying: Secure tree firmly but not rigidly to stake with at least two ties. Use three ties if
necessary to prevent tree touching stake.
Position: Top tie within 25 mm of top of stake and lower tie approximately halfway down.
•

575
•

•
•
•
•

586

SHORT DOUBLE STAKING FOR EXTRA HEAVY STANDARD TREES
Staking: Drive stakes vertically at least 300 mm into bottom of pit on either side of tree
position before planting.
Backfilling: Consolidate material around stakes.
Height of stakes: Cut to approximately 600 mm above ground level.
Cross bar: Wood, as stake.
Firmly fix on windward side of tree and as close as possible to stem.
Ties: Adjustable ties.
Tying: Secure tree firmly but not rigidly to cross bar.

TREE BACKFILLING MATERIAL
Composition: Previously prepared mixture of topsoil excavated from pit and additional topsoil
as required.
• Ameliorant/ Conditioner: Sanitized and stabilized compost.
Application rate: 1 m³ per 10 m³ of topsoil.
• Fertilizer: Organic.
Application rate: To suit soil report recommendations.
•

590

MULCHING TREES
Material: Medium grade bark mulch.
Purity: Free of pests, disease, fungus and weeds.
Recycled content: None permitted.
• Preparation: Clear all weeds. Water soil thoroughly.
• Coverage: Over an area of 1.2 x.1.2 m with the tree in the centre.
• Finished level of mulch: 50 mm below adjacent grassed or paved areas.
•

595
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Final

TREE PROTECTION
Manufacturer: Contractor's choice.
Product reference: Contractor's choice.
Type: Spiral.
Material: Polyethylene.
Size: 0.6 m high x 150 mm diameter.
Colour: Transparent.
Support: Single timber stake.
General: Ensure that protection methods do not impede natural movement of trees or restrict
growth.
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WOODLAND/ MATRIX/ BUFFER ZONE PLANTING
600

WOODLAND WORK GENERALLY
Services: Check for below and above ground services, including land drainage, in the vicinity.
Give notice if they may be affected and obtain instructions before proceeding.
• Safety: Comply with Arboriculture and Forestry Advisory Group Safety leaflets.
•

605

EXISTING VEGETATION/ WEED CLEARANCE
Surface vegetation clearance: Scree an area one metre diameter around each planting
location.
• Arisings: Remove.
•

615
•
•

EXISTING TREES/ SEEDLINGS/ COPPICE SHOOTS
Existing trees and seedlings: Retain.
Coppice shoots: Remove all stems and treat with suitable herbicide to prevent regrowth.

•
•
•

CULTIVATION
General: Rotary cultivate to full depth of topsoil.
Consolidation: Leave for one month.
Soil within root spread of trees to be retained: Do not plough or cultivate.

625

635

NOTCH PLANTING IN UNCULTIVATED GROUND
Notching: Make a vertical 'I', 'L', 'T' or 'H' notch.
Depth: To accommodate full depth of roots.
• Planting: Plant tree, close notch with root collar at ground level and firm the soil.
•

680
•
•

SETTING OUT
Planting density: 1m centres.
Layout: Random groups of no less than 3 or more than 7 of the same species, ensuring that
no three plants are aligned in any one direction.
HEDGEROW PLANTING

690

SETTING OUT
EITHER: Plant in double staggered hedgerow using cell grown whips 60-80cm (B) at 5 per lin m and
200mm centres including planting pit, spiral rabbit guards and bamboo cane stakes and fixings;
OR 3 feathered trees 175-200cm (B) at 3 per lin m including planting pit and backfill, single stake
1.52m long and fixings.
PROTECTING/ MAINTAINING/ MAKING GOOD DEFECTS

710

MAINTENANCE
Duration: Carry out the operations in the following clauses from completion of planting until the
end of the rectification period.
• Frequency of maintenance visits: In accordance with the agreed maintenance schedule.
•

720

FAILURES OF PLANTING
Defects due to materials or workmanship not in accordance with the Contract: Plants/ trees/
shrubs that have failed to thrive.
Exclusions: Theft or malicious damage after completion.
Rectification: Replace with equivalent plants/ trees/ shrubs.
• Replacements: To match size of adjacent or nearby plants of same species or match original
specification, whichever is the greater.
• Timing of making good: During the next suitable planting season.
•

740
•
•

Final

CLEANLINESS
Soil and arisings: Remove from hard surfaces and grassed areas.
General: Leave the works in a clean tidy condition at completion and after any maintenance
operations.
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750
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

755

PLANTING MAINTENANCE GENERALLY
Weed control: Maintain weed free area around each tree and shrub.
Diameter (minimum): The larger of 1 m or the surface of original planting pit.
Keep planting beds clear of weeds: By use of approved non-residual herbicides.
Planted areas: Fork over beds as necessary to keep soil loose, with gentle cambers and no
hollows. Take care not to reduce depth or effect of mulch.
Precautions: Ensure that trees and shrubs are not damaged by use of mowers, nylon filament
rotary cutters and similar powered tools.
Staking: Check condition of stakes, ties, guys and guards.
Broken or missing items: Replace.
Rubbing: Prevent.
Ties: Adjust to accommodate growth.
Damage to bark: Cut back neatly with sharp knife. Prevent further damage.
Frequency of checks: At each scheduled maintenance visit.
Firming up: Gently firm loosened soil around trees/ shrubs. Straighten leaning trees/ shrubs.
Trees: Spray crown when in leaf during warm weather.
Timing: After dusk.
Watering: Contractor's choice to maintain and establish.

PLANTING MAINTENANCE - FERTILIZER
Time of year: March or April.
Fertilizer: Slow release.
Manufacturer: Contractor's choice.
Product reference: Contractor's choice.
• Application: Evenly spread, carefully incorporating below mulch materials.
• Application rate: To manufacturer's recommendations.
•
•

760

PLANTING MAINTENANCE - PRUNING
General: Prune to promote healthy growth and natural shape.
Dead, dying, diseased wood and suckers: Remove.
Timing: In accordance with the agreed maintenance schedule.
Trees: Favour a single central leading shoot.
• Arisings: Remove.
•

770
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

780
•

790

WOODLAND PLANTING MAINTENANCE
Watering: Only as necessary to prevent plants wilting.
Loose plants: Refirm surrounding soil, without compacting.
Weed control: Cut down and remove weeds prior to setting seed in a 1 m diameter area
around each tree.
Vegetation except trees and coppice shoots to be retained: Cut within the plantation area.
Height (maximum): 75 mm.
Arisings: Leave between rows.
Mechanical, chemical or mulching methods of vegetation control: Submit proposals.
Ditches and drains: Keep clear.
Watering: Contractor's choice.
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
General: Before end of the maintenance period, submit printed instructions recommending
procedures to be established by the Employer for maintenance of the planting work for one full
year: Provide details of any special procedures to be carried out.

FINAL MULCHING
Timing: At end of the maintenance period.
Watering: Ensure that soil is thoroughly moistened prior to remulching, applying water where
necessary.
• Planting beds: Remulch.
Depth (minimum): 75 mm.
• Trees: Remulch.
•
•

Final
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Q35 Landscape Maintenance
GENERALLY
105

MAINTENANCE OBJECTIVES
Location: All landscape areas.
Duration: Five years.
Aims:
- Enhanced landscape quality;
- Improved landscape visual amenity;
- Provide wildlife habitat and increase biodiversity; and
- To encourage natural woodland regeneration.
• Restrictions: Not applicable.
• Results: As scheduled.
•

110

NOTICE
Give notice before:
Application of herbicide.
Application of fertilizer.
Watering.
Each site maintenance visit.
• Period of notice: 7 days.
•

130
•

REINSTATEMENT
Damage or disturbance to soil structure, planting, grass, fencing, hard landscaping, structures
or buildings: Reinstate to original condition.

•

CONTROL OF MAMMALIAN PESTS
Specialist firms: Submit proposals.
Method: Submit proposals.

140

145
•
•
•
•

CONTROL OF INVASIVE ANIMAL SPECIES
Specialist firms: Submit proposals.
Species: European rabbit.
Location: Whole site.
Method: Submit proposals.

•
•
•
•
•

WATERING
Supply: Potable mains water.
Quantity: Wet full depth of topsoil.
Application: Do not damage or loosen plants.
Compacted soil: Loosen or scoop out, to direct water to rootzone.
Frequency: As necessary for the continued thriving of all planting.

155

160
•

170
•

Final

WATER RESTRICTIONS
General: If water supply is, or is likely to be, restricted by emergency legislation, submit
proposals for an alternative suitable source of water. Obtain instructions before proceeding.
DISPOSAL OF ARISINGS
General: Unless specified otherwise, dispose of arisings as follows:
Biodegradable arisings: Remove to recycling facility.
Grass cuttings: Remove to recycling facility.
Tree roots and stumps: Remove from site.
Shrub and tree prunings: Remove to recycling facility.
Litter and nonbiodegradable arisings: Remove from site.
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180
•

181
•
•
•

190
•

197
•
•

CHIPPING OR SHREDDING
General: Not permitted on site.
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
General: Minimize.
Prohibited equipment: Chippers.
Timing: Use of mechanical equipment allowed between the hours of 10:00 am and 4:00 pm
only.
LITTER
Extraneous rubbish not arising from the contract work: Collect and remove from site.
CLEANLINESS
Soil and arisings: Remove from hard surfaces.
General: Leave the works in a clean, tidy condition at completion and after any maintenance
operations.
SHRUBS/TREES/HEDGES

500

ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW PLANTING
Duration: Five years.
Weed control:
Method: Keep planting beds clear of weeds by maintaining full thickness of mulch.
Area: Maintain a weed free area around each tree and shrub, minimum diameter the larger
of 1 m or the surface of the original planting pit.
• Soil condition: Fork over beds to keep soil loose, with gentle cambers and no hollows. Do not
reduce depth or effect of mulch.
• Watering: Contractor's choice.
•
•

502
•
•
•

510

ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW PLANTING - FERTILIZER
Time of year: March or April.
Type: Slow release.
Spreading: Spread evenly. Carefully lift and replace any mulch materials.
Application rate: As manufacturer's recommendations.

TREE STAKES AND TIES
Inspection/ Maintenance times: As scheduled and immediately after strong winds.
Stakes:
Replace loose, broken or decayed stakes to original specification.
If longer than half of clear tree stem height, cut to this height in spring. Retie to tree firmly
but not tightly with a single tie.
• Ties: Adjust, refix or replace loose or defective ties, allowing for growth and to prevent chafing.
Where chafing has occurred, reposition or replace ties to prevent further chafing.
• Removal of stakes and ties: When instructed.
Fill stake holes with lightly compacted soil.
•
•

520
•
•
•

REFIRMING OF TREES AND SHRUBS
Timing: After strong winds, frost heave and other disturbances.
Refirming: Tread around the base until firmly bedded.
Collars in soil at base of tree stems, created by tree movement: Break up by fork, avoiding
damage to roots. Backfill with topsoil and refirm.

•

TREE GUARDS
Loose or defective guards: Adjust, refix or replace to original specification and to prevent
chafing.

525

Final
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540
•

•
•
•
•

545

PRUNING GENERALLY
Pruning: In accordance with good horticultural and arboricultural practice.
Removing branches: Do not damage or tear the stem or bark.
Wounds: Keep as small as possible and cut cleanly back to sound wood.
Cutting: Make cuts above and sloping away from an outward facing healthy bud, angled so
that water will not collect on cut area.
Larger branches: Prune neither flush nor leaving a stub, but using the branch bark ridge or
branch collar as a pruning guide.
Appearance: Thin, trim and shape each specimen appropriately to species, location, season,
and stage of growth, leaving a well balanced natural appearance.
Tools: Use clean sharp secateurs, hand saws or other approved tools. Trim off ragged edges
of bark or wood with a sharp knife.
Disease or infection: Give notice if detected.
Growth retardants, fungicide or pruning sealant: Do not use unless instructed.

PRUNING OF EXCESSIVE OVERHANG
Timing: Annually.
Operations: Remove growth encroaching onto grassed areas, paths, roads, signs, sightlines
and road lighting luminaires.
• Special requirements: None.
•
•

550
•

555
•
•

620
•

630

PRUNING TREES AND SHRUBS
Standard: To BS 7370-4.
Special requirements: Growth retardents not permitted.
REMOVAL OF DEAD PLANT MATERIAL
Operations: At the end of the growing season, check all shrubs and remove all dead foliage,
dead wood, and broken or damaged branches and stems.

•
•

DEAD AND DISEASED PLANTS
Removal: As soon as possible.
Replacement: In the next suitable planting season.

•
•

WEED CONTROL GENERALLY
Weed tolerance: At all times, weed cover less than 5% and no weed to exceed 100 mm high.
Adjacent plants, trees and grass: Do not damage.

645

650

PRUNING OF EXCESSIVE HEIGHT
Timing: Annually.
Operations: Remove excessive height As instructed.

HAND WEEDING
General: Remove weeds entirely, including roots.
Disturbance: Remove the minimum quantity of soil, and disturb plants and mulched
surfaces as little as possible.
• Completion: Rake area to a neat, clean condition.
• Mulch: Reinstate to original depth.
•
•

655

WEED CUTTING BY HAND OR MACHINE
Undesirable grass, brambles and herbaceous growth: Cut down cleanly to a maximum height
of 50 mm.
• Herbicides: Remove arisings before application.
•

657
•
•

Final

HERBICIDE TO KILL REGROWTH
Type: Suitable foliar acting herbicide to kill regrowth.
Timing: Allow recommended period for herbicide to take effect before clearing dead weeds.
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665
•
•
•

WEED CONTROL WITH WINTER HERBICIDE
Type: Suitable residual soil acting herbicide.
Time of year: Unless otherwise agreed, complete before end of March.
Timing: Allow recommended period for herbicide to take effect before clearing dead weeds.

•
•

WEED CONTROL WITH SUMMER HERBICIDE
Type: Suitable foliar acting herbicide.
Timing: Allow recommended period for herbicide to take effect before clearing dead weeds.

670

680
•

690

SOIL AERATION
Compacted soil surfaces:
Prick up: To aerate the soil of root areas and break surface crust.
Size of lumps: Reduce to crumb and level off.
Damage: Do not damage plants and their roots.

MAINTENANCE OF LOOSE MULCH
Thickness (minimum): 75 mm.
Top up: Twice per year.
• Mulch spill on adjacent areas: Remove weeds and rubbish and return to planted area.
• Weeding: Remove weeds growing on or in mulch by hand weeding.
•

710

WOODLAND PLANTING MAINTENANCE
Watering: In exceptional circumstances to prevent plants dying.
Loose plants: Refirm surrounding soil, without compacting.
Vegetation: Except trees and coppice shoots to be retained, cut down to 100 mm above
ground level within the plantation area.
Arisings: Leave between rows.
• Ditches and drains: Keep clear.
•
•
•

TREE WORK
810
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

815
•

820

ADDITIONAL WORK
Defective, diseased, unsafe or weak parts of trees additional to those scheduled for attention:
Give notice if detected.

•

PREVENTION OF WOUND BLEEDING
Standard: To BS 3998, clause 8.

•

PREVENTION OF DISEASE TRANSMISSION
Standard: To BS 3998, clause 9 and Appendix B.

825

Final

TREE WORK GENERALLY
Identification: Before starting work agree which trees, shrubs and hedges are to be removed
or pruned.
Protection: Avoid damage to neighbouring trees, plants and property.
Standards: To BS 3998 and Health & Safety Executive (HSE) 'Forestry and arboriculture
safety leaflets'.
Removing branches: Cut as Arboricultural Association Leaflet 'Mature tree management'. Cut
vertical branches similarly, with no more slope on the cut surface than is necessary to shed
rainwater.
Appearance: Leave trees with a well balanced natural appearance.
Chain saw work: Operatives must hold a Certificate of Competence.
Tree work: To be carried out by an approved member of the Arboricultural Association.
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830
•

835
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

860
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

865

CLEANING OUT AND DEADWOODING
Remove:
Dead, dying, or diseased wood, broken branches and stubs.
Fungal growths and fruiting bodies.
Rubbish, wind blown or accumulated in branch forks.
Wires, clamps, boards and metal objects, if removable without causing further damage and
not part of a support structure that is to be retained.
Other unwanted objects, e.g. tree houses, swings.
Climbing plants as schedule.
CUTTING AND PRUNING GENERALLY
Tools: Appropriate, well maintained and sharp.
Final pruning cuts:
Chainsaws: Do not use on branches of less than 50 mm diameter.
Hand saws: Form a smooth cut surface.
Anvil type secateurs: Do not use.
Removing branches: Do not damage or tear the stem.
Wounds: Keep as small as possible, cut cleanly back to sound wood leaving a smooth
surface, and angled so that water will not collect on the cut area.
Cutting: Cut at a fork or at the main stem to avoid stumps wherever possible.
Large branches: Remove only with prior approval.
Remove in small sections and lower to ground with ropes and slings.
Dead branches and stubs: When removing, do not cut into live wood.
Unsafe branches: Remove epicormic shoots and potentially weak forks that could fail in
adverse weather conditions.
Disease or fungus: Give notice if detected. Do not apply fungicide or sealant unless instructed.
REMOVING TREES, SHRUBS AND HEDGES
Standards: To BS 3998, Appendix A and Health & Safety Executive (HSE)/ Arboricultural and
Forestry Advisory Group Safety Leaflets.
Existing services: Check for below and above ground services. Give notice if they may be
affected.
Shrubs and smaller trees: Cut down and grub up roots.
Tree stumps:
Removal: Remove mechanically to a minimum depth of 300 mm below ground level.
Removal by winching: Give notice. Do not use other trees as supports or anchors.
Protection: Avoid damage to neighbouring trees, plants and property.
Work near retained trees: Where tree canopies overlap and in confined spaces generally, take
down trees carefully in small sections to avoid damage to adjacent trees that are to be
retained.
Filling holes:
Material: Use as-dug material and/ or imported soil as required.
Finishing: Consolidate and grade to marry in with surrounding ground level.

BARK DAMAGE
Wounds:
Do not attempt to stop sap bleeding.
Bark: Remove ragged edges using a sharp knife.
Wood: Remove splintered wood from deep wounds.
Size: Keep wounds as small as possible.
• Liquid or flux oozing from apparently healthy bark: Give notice.
•

870

CAVITIES IN TREES
Investigation: Remove rubbish and rotten wood. Probe the cavity to find the extent of any
decay, and give notice.
• Water filled cavities: Do not drain.
• Sound wood inside cavities: Do not remove.
• Cavity openings: Do not cover.
•

920
•

Final

FENCING
Fences: Inspect and repair to maintain protection against intruders.
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Q40 Fencing
FENCING SYSTEMS
140
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

140A
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Final

GENERAL PATTERN WIRE MESH FENCING
Manufacturer: Contractor's choice.
Product reference: Submit proposals.
Standard: To BS 1722-2.
Height: 1000 mm.
Mesh: Hexagonal, 31 x 900 x 18 to BS EN10223-2.
Posts and struts: Round wood.
Treatment: Alkaline Copper Quaternary (ACQ).
Finish: Contractor's choice.
Maximum centres of posts:
Straining posts: 150 m in straight runs and at all ends, corners, changes of direction and
acute variations in level.
Intermediate posts: 3.5 m.
Method of setting posts and struts:
Straining posts: 450 mm square or 300 mm diameter holes, 600 mm deep filled to two thirds
depth with concrete.
Struts: 300 x 450 mm holes, 450 mm deep filled to not less than half the depth with
concrete.
Intermediate posts: Driven to a minimum depth of 600 mm.
Accessories: None.
Conformity: Submit manufacturer's and installer's certificates, to BS 1722-2.
GENERAL PATTERN WIRE MESH FENCING - RABBIT PROOF FENCING
Manufacturer: Contractor's choice.
Product reference: Submit proposals.
Standard: To BS 1722-2.
Height: 1000 mm.
Mesh: Hexagonal, 31 x 900 x 18 to BS EN10223-2.
Posts and struts: Round wood.
Treatment: Alkaline Copper Quaternary (ACQ).
Finish: Contractor's choice.
Maximum centres of posts:
Straining posts: 150 m in straight runs and at all ends, corners, changes of direction and
acute variations in level.
Intermediate posts: 3.5 m.
Method of setting posts and struts:
Straining posts: 450 mm square or 300 mm diameter holes, 600 mm deep filled to two thirds
depth with concrete.
Struts: 300 x 450 mm holes, 450 mm deep filled to not less than half the depth with
concrete.
Intermediate posts: Driven to a minimum depth of 600 mm.
Accessories: Single leaf field gate and As drawing D3761.001 and 002.
Conformity: Submit manufacturer's and installer's certificates, to BS 1722-2.
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EXECUTION
710
•

720
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

750

INSTALLATION GENERALLY
Set out and erect:
Alignment: Straight lines or smoothly flowing curves.
Tops of posts: Following profile of the ground.
Setting posts: Rigid, plumb and to specified depth, or greater where necessary to ensure
adequate support.
Fixings: All components securely fixed.
SETTING POSTS IN CONCRETE
Standard: To BS 8500-2.
Mix: Designated concrete not less than GEN1 or Standard prescribed concrete not less than
ST2.
Alternative mix for small quantities: 50 kg Portland cement to 150 kg fine aggregate to 250 kg
20 mm nominal maximum size coarse aggregate, medium workability.
Admixtures: Do not use.
Holes: Excavate neatly and with vertical sides.
Filling: Position post/ strut and fill hole with concrete to not less than the specified depth, well
rammed as filling proceeds and consolidated.
Backfilling of holes not completely filled with concrete: Excavated material, well rammed and
consolidated.

•

DRIVEN POSTS
Damage to heads: Minimize.
Repair: Neatly finish post tops after installation.

•
•
•

SITE CUTTING OF WOOD
General: Kept to a minimum.
Below or near ground level: Cutting prohibited.
Treatment of surfaces exposed by minor cutting and drilling: Two flood coats of solution
recommended for the purpose by main treatment solution manufacturer.

770

COMPLETION
910
•
•

920
•

FIXINGS
All components: Tighten.
Timing: Before handover.

•

GATES
Hinges, latches and closers: Adjust to provide smooth operation. Lubricate where necessary.
Timing: Before handover.

930

Final

CLEANING
General: Leave the works in a clean, tidy condition.
Surfaces: Clean immediately before handover.
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FIGURES
Figures 5.8.1 – 5.8.7 Landscape and Habitat Enhancement Scheme Plans
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Scheme
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